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Students gall1er to oppose violence
Take Back the N~ comes

to JMU for its second conseculive year

by Mitzi O'R~
settior writer

JMU

President

Ronald

Carrier Will not be summoned
to testily in the capital murder
trial of Jamie Raymond even
though he, along1 with 10 other
area business and civic leaders,
was subpoenaed March 31.
Likewise, Zane Showker, for
whom ~business building is
named, will not be summoned

to testily.
Raymond is charged with
capltal murder and robbeJy for
the June 25 slaying of
HarriiOnburg resident Emest

James;

The ruling came yesterday
mornJng, a day after Carrier
and Showker filed motions to
quash the March 31 subpoena
filed by Raymond's defense

attorney, Walter

Ciicult Judge-~~.:..._
granted the
Rockingham
Court to dis1mlif'.'

Showker, stat:b:w

suffidei\t ft!8!a\
to te;stifY••
After the ......~i;,.,
Utteftt attorney for 'Cirlller
ShoWker, Said he was sa66i:l
with the ruling; •

"I'm gntlfied," he
pal:tially 01\ crn.l!ll· w.III'V..a:l-1
justiee.N
In his remirb at the helring,
LUten 81P8d Green never·GJtt.
tac:ted Carrier arid Show.ker
'b~ in the fOrm of the iubPQI!III"[Green) hu to make the
~e're

The setting sun behind 0-hall
Tuesday evening was a cue for
many to stop what they were
doing and tum their attention to .
the hundreds of women who
become victims of violence every
day.
Music, speakers and a candl~
light march were part of a national campaign JMU partidpated in
called Take Back the Night. Its
purpose is to face the darknE;Js
created tiy growing violence
against women in America,
remember those who died from
senseless acts of violence and
empower those who continue to
survive, members of the Take
Back the Night Committee said.
Men and women sat elbow-to- ,
e lbow on the commons at the
event.
JENNIFER BAKERiplaoto ~ditor
Wome n were not the only
ones to speak out about violence Freshman Lori Tolley holds a candle dUrtnC Tuesday's Take Back the Night rally, which was held on the
against their sex.
commons. Students gathered to speak out about violence against womer-..
Chris Kilmartin, founder of the
White Ribbon Campaign, a
pan, would you still call that take a risk - why aren ' t we here because they have died from
group for men in support of cooking?"
doing this?"
acts of violence," WaUer said.
female vicMen have
After praise songs from the
Other members of JMU's Take
Back
Contemporary
Gospel
Singers
the Night Coalition joined
tims of vioto
risk
lence, spoke
standing up and other student performers, Waller to present statistics on viowho drew a large crowd on the lence against women.
i
commons, senior Ann Waller,
According to the coalition, one
of men conwho are~ publicity assistant at the in four women at JMU will be
ceming viol
respectful to Women's Resource Center, victims of rape or attempted rape
Chris Kilmartin
w o m e n , stepped up to the microphone to before they graduate, and a
lence.
begin JMU's second annual Take woman is beaten every 15 sec" Some
&
der, Wh'tte
. Ribbon Cam pa1gn
·
Kilmartin
'd
. .oun
peop 1e sh 11
sat .
Back the Night.
onds in the United States.
call rape an act of male sexuality
"Somebody has got to go first.
"We are here because we are
After commenting on Take
gone awry," he said, "but if I hit Somebody has got to take the swvivors of sexual assault ... we
you over the head with a frying risk," he said. "It's masculine to are here for those who can't be
see VIOLENCE page 2

"Some people still call
:i:i~itir: rape an act of male sex- ~ti:r ~!~
ual"ty gone awry . . . ''

JMU offers

a~mission

to fewer applicants

Of the 14,187 high school seniors who applied
~a:-~~
b,~·thein to~~
to JMU, 7,225 were mailed acceptance letters
IJtftht.~~ llld he d-.n•t
believe Gn!en Jnvestipled suf6;.
dently.

•
"Green has made claims in
court, out Of couit, that a great
oorwpiracy (exists) that consists
of ~t dtizens to cover
ill'
ringsofpmstitu.tion,
Litten said. "There is no evi·
dence at an of any conspiracy,N
He 'added Green was attempting tO shift the focuS &om the
murder to gossip about those

~tbn.. ..
see ....OENAS P111JB

by Jacqueline Cook
contributing writer
JMU sent fewer acceptance letters to next
year's potential freshmen than it sent to last
year's freshmen. The Office of Admissions
mailed letters to accepted in-state students
March 31 and to out-of-state applicants April
2.
"Last year we over-enrolled the class, so
this year we are being a little more conservative," Roxie Shabazz, director of admissions,
said.
Tlw Offia! of Acl.missions sent acceptance
lett
to 7',225 appliGents this year as
opposed to 8,332 sent in 1996, a 13 percent

decrease between the two years.
Students who were denied acceptance and
those put on the waiting list were also notified by mail
Despite a 4 percent increase in applications received, the number of acceptees this
year was less, Shabazz said.
JMU received 14,187 applications this
year, as opposed to 13,691 ap.i,lications in the
spring of 1996.
" Each ..y ear our applications have
increased," Shabazz said, 11SO our popularity
is growing- we like that."
More students accepted JMU's admission
offers last yearhn ~, Shabaalai
JMU irutially accepted fewer students this

year in an effort to avoid over-enrollment

problems.
"We are still trying to increase the class
size, but we are going to try to do it in increments this time," she said.
The projected freshman class size for 1997'98 is 2,950 students, or 38 percent of those
who received acceptance letters. Last year, 39
percent of the 8,332 students accepted
enrolled atjMU.
While Shabazz wouldn' t give the exact
acceptance formula used, she did say the
number of acceptance letters sent is based on
the yield rate of applicants over the last five
years.
'
As far as criteria for accepting students,
the admissions office takes several things
into consideration.

see ADMISSION page 2
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Back the Night's conception in Germany in
1973, Kristen Grem.meU, from the Violence
Against Women Grant Office in Washington,
D.C., said, "We are here for many reasons.
We are children whaie mothers were abused
by our fathers. We are friends of women who
have been se.xuaUy harassed.
"We have survived eating disorders
because we refuse to tolerate violent images
of women in the media," she said. "We recognize the violent impact sexism has on
women's lives.
"We are here because we refuse to be
silent, and we are ready to take back the
night," Gremmell said.
The miaophone was open to anyone who
wanted to share their experiences or speak
out about violence against women they
know. Waller said the speak out is the main
goal of the night - to provide a "safe, supportive place for individuals to get feelings
out of their system and give them some

relief."
Organizers of the event asked the experiences shared not be printed.
JW\ior E.J. Bott attended the event last year
because of her own experiences with rape
and domestic violence, and she decided to
come back this year.
'1t reaUy helped me deal with things," she
said. "It made me stronger to want to speak
out this year."
After a period of intense emotion, tears
and encouraging words from others from the
speak out, men and women lit candles and
began a silent march through main campus,
down toward Greek Row and back up to the
commons.
The silent march was dedicated to the
memories of Ann Olson and Keith
O'Connell, two JMU students killed last

LAURA SOCLAlll.,.,. ,_,I'QPMr

..._lnd

Hundreds o1 students sat In the c:okt weather Tuesday eveMC to lllten to peGIIIe'a
penonalexperielas with vtotence Md abuse. A candleiiCht vtcll throuJh c.rnpua tala wed.
I

October. Waller said it was only appropriate
to dedicate the night to them. "I think it really hits home this year - the necessity for
Take Back the Night," she said. ''We had two
horrible images of violence given to us this
year. We hope this night will honor their
memories."
Junior Abby Karlsen, who is active in
women's issues on campus, said she hopes
this year's Take Back the Night showed people violence against women is an issue everyone can get behind.

'1 hope people will be more Wlderstanding that it could happen to them. and I hope
it's a starting ground for activism for violence
against women ort our campus," she said.
In conjunction with Take Back the Night,
the Clothesline Project took place in the PC
Ballroom Wednesday, displaying 40 T-shirts
made by JMU students who have dealt with
sexual assault or battery against women.
Close to 1,000 people viewed the display
this year.

Subpoenas
COIItlncJed hom page 1

guilty in 1986 to a misdemeanor
charge of aiding and abetting
prostitution. He was accused of
providing prostitutes, some of
whom reportedly were JMU students, for out-of-town patrons.
Green aUeges James was running
a prostitution ring at the time of
his death and that Raymond was
sexually abused while involved
in the ring.
Carrier hired James as a
human resources professor in
1986 according to Green.
Litten said Carrier and
Showker have filed signed affidavits stating they have no

knowledge of the current case or
of James' past activities. However, Green argued Carrier and
Showker did have previous
knowledge of James' activities.
"J know Carrier knew about
the prostitution ring because
James terminated his employment [at JMU] in 1986 -around
the time he was convictedalong with others involved in the
ring," he said in response to
Litten's arguments.
Green alleged Showker had
sexual relations with prostitutes
and was part of the ring.
"James would _get (Showker]

drugged up and get one of the
kids to perform something on
him," Green said.
Green submitted a list to the
court containing names of "hundreds of girls and boys" and stated some were James' former students who allegedly worked as
prostitutes in the ring.
"Carrier, ins tead of telling
James to leave, named rum to the
Athletic Director Advisory
Council," Green said. "Carrier
also provided James with a
[female JMU intern] who was
subjected to trips to Charlottesville with James. After '86,

Carrier's policy shOUld have been
1 don't want any of my students
around h.irri,"' he said.
Carrier and Showker also
helped James obtain the director
position of Gemeinschaft Home,
a halfway house for non-violent
criminals, Green said.
"I want the jury to see the
power James had to manipulate,"
Green said. "He had the power to
manipulate the JMU president
and many more who had many
times the intuition than
[Raymond] .. . We have a right to

caU [Carrier]."
Green wouldn't comment im-

Admission ----:......----------------

continUed hom page 1

How to place a classified:
Come to The Brtt!Zt office
weekdays betWeen 8 a.m.
andSp.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classified& must be paid in
adv•nce ov:hdBttm.a.c&!B. 9rlJ

Shabazz said a student's past
scholastic performance is the
most important factor in determining whether he or she will be
accepted to jMU.
While overall application numbers are up, fewer transfer students applied for admission this
year than in 1996.
~
Of the 1,424 transfers students
who applied, JMU will offer
admission to about 1,000, with
hopes that 500 to 550 will actuallr
erudl1 Shabuz.sajdJ ea 1u1 cui
According to Shabazz, the

admissions office will most likely
"I like the atmosphere JMU
send transfer acceptance letters has," she said . "They' re really
by the end of this week.
laid back and not snotty at all.
JMU must now wait until after The only thing that leads me to
May 1 to receive aU confirmation consider UVa. is the fact it's a
letters.
nationally-ranked school
Meanwhile, three prospective
"But I have a feeling I'll be at
JMU students must decide JMU in the fall," Muenzenmayor
between JMU and at least one said.
However, JMU may not be the
other school.
Sarah Mu~yer, a senior id~al school for all students. Eric
at Palls Church H1gh School, Kmne, also a senior at Falls
must choose between Th!U and Church, is drawn to Mary
tht University of.V~ ~~ · n wa*fm~~OU~c.'
• 1.

ness [of MWC) is more what I'm
looking for," he said.
Elll Simonen, another senior at
Falls Church is still undecided
between JMU and the State
University of New YorkBinghamton.

•

le~-~-~~s.q~~A 1~~ '"!!ii~B!_~Jf'~~~~
,!:;:

"I've never heard anything
bad about JMU from anybody ever," she said.
" There's a good balance
between education and social life
[at)MU] and irs a~ .
lfutl~·alili2~
tat
oN:~ wt 19!0~~

.Pollster quizzes JMU brown baggers
Lecturer discusses public opinion on
wildlife conservation with audience
by Liz Cothen
contributing writtr
Mark Duda, executive director of
Management, an organization
developed to help fish and wildlife organizations better understand and work with
their constituents, has made a living gauging public opinion on wildlife and helping
conservation groups react accordingly. He
spoke about his experiences at yesterday's
Brown Bag lecture sponsored by the
~ive

Honors Program.
Duda began his speech titled "The
Public and Wildlife Conservation" by
quizzing the audience about ai.fferent animals that are endangered or have suffered
as a result of the increasing human population.

Duda's main job is to conduct telephone surveys to figure out how people
feel about reintroducing threatened
species to their native habitats or how
interested they are in preserving wildlife
that is stiU in its natural environment.
He uses this information to help conservation groups direct their campaigns to
change public opinions and inform lawmakers about how constituents feel.
Duda said one of the first things he
realized was "when it comes to views on
wikllife, there is no such thing as a 'general

P'Jblic.,,

People tend to feel differently about
different wildlife issues depending on

their geoder, level of education, age and
whether or not they live in a city or a subuib, Duda said.
'The young and educated tend to support conservation movements far more
than the old and less educated, Duda said.
Voters nationwide are more likely to support a referendum supporting wildlife in a
specific area than people in local areas
because of differing points of view.
"There is more concern if the wildlife
reserve backs up to your backyard, and
you have eight kids than if you live in the
cities," he explained.
While doing his research, Duda discovered most people are concerned with animal welfare even if they don't support all
wildlife conservation efforts.
"Although only 5 percent of Americans
believe animals should not be used by
humans at all, another 85 percent of
Americans are concerned with animal welfare," he explained "They think it is OK to
use animals, but you better not abuse
them." Abuse of animals can include using
them for testing purposes.
Only 10 percent oi the American population believes they have the complete
right to use and abuse animals, Ouda said.
Although he admits it is difficuh to
work with the last group, Duda beUeves
most people will become IJ\Ore responsive
about conservation if they are educated
about the issue.
"A lot of conservation groups were

Brown Baelectlnr M.tl Dudll epelka .-.out . . expetlencee,........ pullllc • •
on . . . , . .nd helplnc con~enwtlan ..,....,. rNCt Wedneeday In llllcrat HOllie.
teaching people how to be concerned, and Educator of the Year by both the Florida
when we surveyed, we discovered that Wildlife Federation and the National
people were concerned, Ouda said. "We Wildlife Federation.
Some students attending the Brown
were teaching concerned people how to be
concerned. We want to move people to the Bag lecture appreciated the talk.
action stage."
Junior Shannon Coleman said, 1 was
uconservation is as much a human very impressed. [Wildlife conservation)'
issue as a biological Issue," Ouda said. was a lot mote involved than I knew
"What I do is take biologists' convoluted about."
information and tum it into something
Senior biology majors Joy Ferrante and
people can understand."
Chris Goguh feel the lecture will be helpful
For his role as go-between among vari- in their future careers.
ous groups, lawmakers and the public,
"It was a good insight into methodoloDuda has been named Conservation gy." Ferrante said.
H

Birthday candle responsible
for Sunday fire in Wampler
by Stacey Danzuso
senior writer

----

A birthday celebration Sunday night led to a minor fire and water
damage to Wampler Hall's main office and some surrounding areas of
the building.
Several students, including the hall director and some resident
advisers, acddentally left a lit birthday candle that had slipped down
the crack of an office chair while bringing a birthday cake to a resident's room several doors away, Harrisonburg Fire Department Chief
Larry Shifflett said.
The fire caused the sprinkler head above the chair to go off, dousing
the flames and flooding the office, Shifflett said.
Fire damage was confined to the chair, but water damage affected
the office and other parts of the building. When the office door was
opened, the standing water ran from the office down the stairWell to
the basement
According to Wampler Hall Director Mike Quigley, the water
ruined some files, three vacuums and possibly a computer. He also
said th.e water leaked to the basement, and the vending machines were
temporarily out of service.
Shifflett said HFD responded at 1()-.29 p.m. Hall staff evacuated all
residents and did not permit them to re-enter the building until about
11:30p.m.
Junior Jeff Dubiel, Wampler Hall resident, said when the alarm
went off, RAs stood in the hallway to make sure residents knew the
fire was real. "They told us the fire was in the office and made sure we
stood clear of the building once we got outside," he said.
According to the Office of Residence Life's 1996-'97 Staff Manual
Polides and Procedures, the lit candles that started the fire is a violation of ORL policy. "Candles, incense and other items producing an
open flame may not be burned in the residence halls," the manual
states.
rU
This rule is to protect the ~)fare o the JJ!Sidence twl and its n5o
I 9flj n(jdui oJ ~
I

••rJt
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JOHNSON's

Next to H..ne •

Restaurant

1-a1 anct Port Rd.

Stop on by and tcy our hotcakes, belgium
waffles and tasty burgers.
Meet the new management for 1997.
'1111JRSDAY, IIUDAY, & SA11JRDAY ONLY

Picture the occupants of a filled Bridgeforth
Stadium being brutally murdmd. ..
over 800 times.

Hillel Counselorship Presents:

Holocaust Remembrance Day:
Sounds of Silence

OPEN 24 BOIJRS

Breakfast and sandwhleh menu

The Center for Multimedia staff
would like to thank: our talented
dedicated student associates for all
their hard work!

***

Emily Childress
Colby Geiman
Stacy Grosh
Greg Mannone
James McCoy
Charlie Roberts
Trent Davis, Graduate Assistant

~

.

~

April 16, 1997
~:OOam _ 6:30pm Readings and Acitivities on Commons

Noon_ 5:00pm Displays in PC Ballroom
6:30pm Candlelight Vigil on Commons
7:00pm* Holocaust Survivor/Ouest Speaker:
Alicia Appleman-Jurman. author of Allcio: My Sloey,
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
•reception following in Taylor 404

"This tangy British feminist comedy-drama portrays a diverse
group of Indian women from Birmingham daytripping to the working-class beach resort of
Blackpool. It's humorous and
prickly when charting generational and cultural rifts, erratic and
heavy-handed at depicting the
~~~~~~~......iiiiiMiiiliililiiliili
younger women ' s angry men. "
. --The New Yorker

,

)

(j

~c

BIO 101?
GEOLlOO?
PHYS 115?
PHYS 120?
IF SO, REGISTER FOR THEM
FOR SUMMER OR FALL 1997.
THESE COURSES ARE BEING
PHASED OUT AND MAY NOT

BE OFFERED AGAIN. IF
SEE YOUR

14th
Come watch the movie, and stay after for the
panel discussion,·which will address the issues .
of race, divorce, pregnancy and patriarchy
confronted in the movie.
~~Jr~Ed~'#1er1Pnl'XVI5eli'rM>~rJ~mblfi~t 1&ev~lrr.Jfif)fi!(Jj)~ ~fi/h?YY.·(r.b
fJV' '.Jv br~ 9n;>""'~~ 910mt')~~ '
£~g~n';00r,E-~'~'?ff dJiruoq
f:f.Jv.:~"l1tiJ& blW 91'1"
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Congressman to speak at commencement
b La--..s B
Y une utts
stlljfVlriw
Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.) will
be JMU's graduation speaker at
the May 3 ceremony in
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Although Wolf has served as
Virginia's 1Qth Congressional
District representative since 1980,
many }MU seniors said they
don't know who he is.
Wolf advocates healthy economic growth, protection of the
American fari'lily and defense of
human rights around the world,
according to aJMU press release.
"I hope he has something
interesting to say," senior Temple
Aylor said. "l really don't have
any idea who he is.''
Fred Hilton, director of media
relations, said the administration
accepts reco~mendations for
commencement
speakers
throughout the' year, but the ultimate decision ts made by JMU
President Ronalti Carrier. Carrier
selected Wo;tut three weeks
ago.
1be adm' ·
tion hoped to
get Virginia G v. George Allen
(R) to speak at
year's ceremony, Hilton sai, . Although the
administratiol. has approached
Allen in the 1ast, JMU's commencemen~te has never fit
into the gov
if's schedule.
JMU will ot pay Wolf to

r

speak to about 1,876 graduates administration could compile
Students and faculty at
during the 10 a.m. ceremony somechoicesandpresentthemto George Mason University can
before they depart to their respec- a group of student and faculty submit speaker names to GMU
tive academic college graduatioo representatives."
President Alan Merten for conceremonies at noon, Hilton said.
However, the process for sideration. Like other Virginia
Carol Kefalas, assistant vice selecting a commencement schools, GMU's executive counpresident of university relations, speaker at other Virginia state cil, involving the adrrlini.stration
said JMU doesn't have the bud- universities is similar to JMU's. and GMU Board of Visitors,
get to support some of the more At the University of Virginia, the makes the final decision on comf a m o u s
mencement speakspeakers thal
ers. Mary Washprivate uniington's Board of
versities can
Visitors selects its
afford. "At
commencement
JMU, we prespeaker.
fer to invest
Past JMU comour money in
-BORN IN PHILADELPHIA, PA, 1939
mencement speakthe day-to_ EARNED B.A. FROM PENN STATE
ers include Allen,
day lives of
Sen. John Warner
students."
UNIVERSITY, 1961
(R-Va.) and former
Most pri-OBTAINED LAW DEGREE FROM
Secretary of State
vate schools
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, 196
Lawrence Eagle5
only have to
burger.
provide one
.... EMPLOYED AS ATTORNEY ON THE CONGRESSIONAL
Senior Kurt
commenceSTAFF OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Heisler wants to
ment speaker
.... MEMBER OF THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS
have a well-known
a year. Becommencement
cause JMU
COMMITIEE
speaker. "Rarely
holds three
.... REPRESENTATIVE OF THE lOTH DISTRICT SINCE 1980 have they chosen a
graduations a
speaker that has
year, it is
G.G.SMmtlu,.ioranist truly touched stuimpossible to
dents or been very
budget enough money to have president appoints a faculty and prestigious," he said.
famous speakers at all of them, student panel to come up with
Past speakers at UVa., which
I<efalassaid.
possible speakers. But Pam doesn't offer a fee to its speaker,
Senior }en English believes Higgins, UVa.'s special events include NBC's Katie Couric,
they should have more say in the coordinator, said, '"The president UVa. alumna, columnist William
se1ectioo of the graduatioo speak- and the Board oJ Visitors ulti- Raspberry and Allen. "Usually
er. '1 think it would be nice if the mately choose the speaker."
our speakers are in conjunction

fiJCAl,]NEOitMA.TION 0
AN.« WO!.I

with the University or the state in

some way,'' Higgins said.
Daniel WalSch, GMU director
of media relations, said GMU
offers an honorarium fee. Speakers generally decline the fee. Past
speakers at GMU include Allen,
Sen. Charles Robb (O-Va.) and
Leslie Stahl of CBS News. In
1996, former GMU President
George Johnson addressed his
last senior class, and this year,
fltSt-year Merten will address his
first graduating class.
Heisler said he would most
like to hear from author James
Carville, former advisor to
President C llnton's 1992 campaign. Carville will speak at JMU
April18.
Aylor and English both said
they would simply enjoy hearing
someone inspirational. Aylor
suggested President Clinton,
while English sa id she thinks
Oprah Winfrey would make an
interesting speaker.
Ron Singleton, director of
public information at~Mary
Washington, said, "Usucvty the
politidansspeakfor~J ButU

anybody will speak for under
$10,000, they probably aren't
very well-known."
I
"I would like to he~r from
someone who is memorcllile and
interesting," English said. u After
aU, you only graduate ftom col-

lege once."

BOY selects new student representative
Appointt't looks for student input, promises to communicate student concerns
\

'-MUk loa

Student viewpoint is important
"Board members aren't here every
with all the changes taldng plac:e, espe- day,,. he said "They don'~ see the stucontributing writer
cially with changes in the general edu- dents as much as the faculty and
JMU studen.J'.!:ve a new voice oo cation program that will affect incoln- administration do."
the Board ol v·
.
ing students, Weeks said
Alfred Menard, associate vice presi"My job is tb communicate to the
"I want thE' Board to know how dent for student affairs, said Weeks
Board the ~ and concer:ns of the much the students really care about the was selected fran a pool of nine other
students," new appointee Kristy Weeks
W\iversity."
candidates.
said, adding that she wants stUdent in"[JMU students} want to be a pert of
Each candidate completed an appli·
put
,
the changes and growth [of the univer- cation and was interviewed by a
The Board announced April 4 that
sity) because it has impacted our Uves screening committee.
Weeks will serve
'
so much," Weeks saki.
'The committee then selected three
as its studl!nt repWeeks said one of her goals is to finalists and each was interviewed
resel)lative for the
keep the small oommunity atmosphere before the Board made its final deci1997-'98 academic
atJMU as the university expands.
sioo.
year, according to
"[The atmosphere) is one of the big
·Paniel O'Donnell, fonner rector of
a press releas~
reasons why I came to JMU, and I the Board of Visitors (1990-'92), headed
from the Office of
know that it was one of the reasons for the five-member screening committee,
Media Relations.
a lot of people, so it's important to keep Menard said.
Weeks, a jUrUor
that," she said.
The other members were Daphyne
mass communicaAccording to Fred Hilton, director Thomas, ~te professor of business
tion major, will
· ol media relatioos, there has been a stu- law, former SGA President David·
succeed Faithea
~WMka
dent representative to the Board of Baker, Flowers and himself.
Flowers, _a gtaduatVisitors since 1984.
The applicants were judged on
ing senior, as the Board's non-voting
John Noftsinger, the first student scholarship, broad representation in
student representative.
representative to the Board, said he university life, speaking sJdlls and the
Weeks said she believes her main
enjoyed the position.
ability to present themselves well, he
purpose is to serve as a liaison between
He now serves as special assistant to said.
students and the Board of VISitors.
JMU President Carrier for economic
Weeks is a production assistant for
"It's important for me to get as
development and partnership pro- the student publication Montpelier, a
much input &om the students as I can."
grams.
student ambassador and will serve as
she said. '1 want the students to know
was a wondqful ~rience to student chair for the 1997 Homecoming
I'm here to Usten to any ol their con- see how the university works on the Student Spirit Committee.
ce.ms.•
inside," he said.
She is involved with Campus
Since she was just appointed last
Student representative's are ~- Assault Response Helt_~~ and _
"1
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Greek Events and Ann uncements
Outstanding Facul M.

...

College of
&e'i:er war~
Dr. Geoffre M
tt~s
Colle e of Educyf orley-Mower
Dr D .a ton and Ps cholo

A:i's

A

Qutstanding S rm_e Batzh, Al:T
. ernor Fraternity M
Qutstand· MJke ~eters, I,N
em~
mg Semor s
·
Mel B
oronty Membe

futemi~y Ch

·GREEK WEEK SCHEDULE
THURSDAY: <TONIGHT> GREEK SING AT GODWIN HALL,
STARTING AT 6 P.M. -ooORS OpEN AT 5 P.M.
fRIDA Vi: ALL GREEK COOKOUT FEATURING SLACfiJAW,
·
STA~TING AT 4 P.M. BEHIND~ AND~QJ . ff:
SATURDAY: 1P.M.: GREEK GAMES
.
I I )
<vOLLEYBALL FIELD BEHIND ~TT )
\ I I 1/ .
5 P.M.: ALL- GREEK COOKOUT <BEHIND ~ &~-·
SUNDAY: GREEKllOW GLEAN UP. SIGN-UP WITHIN CHAPT

.
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-HURSDAY

088 Oub meetiltg. Miller Hall, nn. 120, S-7 p.m.
Deta.ils: Quyer\ x1'J82. or e-mail, quchau.
EAJmi ~ Tllfb Han, nn. 302.5 p.m.
Thur&day Night Fellowship, presented by Baptist
Student Union, Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m.

e
e

e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-5eeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m.
e Fellowship dinner and New Ufe Singers, Wesley
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
Slludent Education Association meeting, Taylor HalJ,
nn. ~ 6:.30 p.m. Details: Cindy, 564-2632.
e Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305,

Kids Keep Busy
Wilen aalcecl about tlteir ..,avorlte
tltlng• to do, • only about one
in fiVe ldda as•• 7-12 picked toya,
artwork or reading.
Wllat the largeat
percentage• picked:

e

Source: A.B.C. Global Kids Study

6p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry folk group practice, CCM
House, 7 p.m.
Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,
8 p .m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.

e
e

. C.G. SMlTHistnior artist

e Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, Highlands Room, Warren Hall, 8 p.m.

e Young Democratic Socialists meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
400,8 p.m. Details: Michael, x5143.

!FRIDAY

111

e

Third annual food drive, sponsored by radio statioo
WMRA, Kroger Food Store, 4-9 p.m. Volunteers welcome,
donations needed.
Friday Night Bible Study, presented by BSU, Baptist
Student Center, 7 p.m.

e

e

Coffeehouse featuring Bryan Redding, Prizm and

Brian Barber, Taylor Down Under, 8-11 p.m.

!SATURDAY

121

e

Siblings weekend barbeque, sponsored by Interhall
Council, Hanson field, 12-3 p.m. Details: Sarah, x7066.

e Thin:t annual food drive, sponsored by radio station
WMRA, Kroger Food Store,4-9 p.m. Volunteers welcome,
donations needed.

e

Catholic Mass, CCM House, 6 p.m.

ISUNDAY

131

e Siblings weekend scavenger hunt, sponsored by
Jnte.rhall Council, meet at Wtlson Hall, 12 p.m. Details:
Sarah, x7066.

e

Worship and dinner, sponsored by Episcopal Campus

Ministry, Canterbury House, 5 p.tn.
Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian
Campus Ministry, PCM Center, 5 p.m.
Catholic Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.

e
e

• Lutheran Student Movement worship and fellowship,
Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.

e

Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
rm. G-2, 8:30p.m. Details: Becky, 433-2461 or Shannon,

x1236.
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Ingredients, explicit warnings could . Televisions Installed to fill void of Idle
be required on cigarette packages
time In food courts, other public places
WASHINGTON - Tobacco companies would be
required to include a list disclosing the smokes'
ingredients and print bigger and more explicit warning
labels on each pack of ci_garettes under legislation
introduced Tuesday.
Lawmakers of both parties said their bill is among
several they plan targeting the tobacco industry in the
wake of one company's admission that smoking is
addictive and that companies market to teen-agers.
'We're about to declare war on tobacco and death,"
said Sen. Frank Lautenberg (0-N.J.) who quit smoking 25

years ago.
"We're going to force the tobacco companies to tell us
the truth," he said.
The measure, endorsed by the American Cancer
Society and the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, would
require larger labels to be printed in English and Spanish
on the front and back of packs.
Among the proposed new warnings are; "Warning:
Cigarettes Kill/ and "Warning: Cigarettes Are
Addictive."
Tobacco Institute vice president Walker Merryman
said the industry opposes the change because it's
needless.
"It's virtually impossible to give people any more
information about the health consequences of smoking,"
Merryman said.
Current labels in small type on the side of packs say
smoking causes cancer and heart disease, that quitting
reduces health risks, that smoking endangers fetuses and
that smoke contains carbon monoxide.
-AP/newsfinder news service

SPRINGAELD- Market researchers have deoded the
24 minutes typically spent by diners at a mall food court
are too ripe with commercial possibilities to be wasted in
conversation or solitude.
They've decided those minutes are a prime time to
watch TV.
Television is busting out of the home to aU sorts of
public spaces. At a growing number of malls across the
country, food courts are being surrounded by 1V sets
bombarding shoppers with ads and fluff.
"Place-based" networks have been set up specifically
for the captive viewer on college campuses, doctors'
offices, checkout lines and airports. Regular TV beams
already from burg6 joints and auto repair shops.
"It's like we are babies - we need something to hold
our attention," shopper Vernon Wooten said, while he sat
through a second video rendition of "How Much Is That
Doggie in the Window?" from the Cafe USA channel at
the Springfield Mall.
Peace and quiet are the only things not employed to
engage the in-store consumer.
"NobOOy tries silence,"said Henry Labalme, organizer
of the national TV Turnoff Week beginning April 24.
"Silence doesn't make any money."
The Food Court Entertainment Network's Cafe USA is
based on research indicating more than 40 percent of
shoppers stop at food courts, typically spend 24 minutes
there and shop for another hour.
The fledgling channel is in 20 malls, with 15 more
being added and 200 more projected. It s hows a
continuous half-hour national program of entertainment
-AP/newsfinder news service
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Ed Perry and Macey Brooks -Going
Pro?
'~
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• Hollywoqd

•

Nails

••

The glamorous look

•

Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gendemen

•

•

Appointments
or Walk-ins Welcome

o ·

Dummy, advertise
in The Brt!u_el
It's reasonable and
it works!
Just call x6127

I

HELP!

I need a quick and
effective way to
reach the community
about my business.
Any suggestions?
I

Utility Deposit Assistance Program

Save $300 in Utility Costs
Get involved in your
environment!
Join the

Adopt-A-Flowerbed
Program
sponsored by JMU Landscape
Services

Seasonal Meeting
Friday, April 11
3-4 p.m.
Jackson 102

If you will be .·a full-time commuter student for tile
1997 - 98 school year, It's time to buy your UDAP
contract. •
Just bring $20 In cash to the Center for Off-campus
U"lng In Taylor between April 7 and 18
(H - F) from 9 am to 4pm.

Contracts may also be purchased at the Cashiers Office
In Wilson.
•contracts need only to be taken out by those students
whose names will be on the utility bill.

Students, organizations, faculty
and staff encouraged to
participate

For Info on UOAP,
Call Ginger @ 1e68Z8

Dane Buse
JMU Landscape Services
Ext. 3411
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dents, according to the manual. It also stateS, "Staff members discover·
ing a violation ol this policy should explain the seriQusness ol the fire
safety risk involved to the student(s) and fill out an incident d~
tation."

Quigley said he Will fiJe an incident report and submit it to ORL, but
he was unsure what the outcome will be.
Director of Residence Life Maggie Burkhart and Bluestone Area
Coordinator" Ron Uttle were unavailible for comment

Accident on Bluestone
...,.., ..._ .. bken to RoddfWham Memorial Hoepltal by ambulance after he
. . llbuck 11J a car at 3:50p.m. Tueeda)t The acddent occured after he cycled
..t fJI Duke'a DIM onto lllueStoi'ae Drive.
DWwa relaaaed from Rft1lt the same day with a sprained ankle.
KeiiMth Wrodon, the driver of the vehicle, was headlnC east on Bluestone Drtve
when the accident oc:curred .
Wrodon was charged wtth a failure to stop at a stop sign.:.
- ROB SPEIRS/news ecltor

.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 13 thru SATURDAY, APRIL 19
4/19

4/13
Oaancal, Scnmblcd Eus
Huhbrowa Powoes, IIKon
Pucatea
veatllbla 1ee1 Soup
Olic.tm an.. Stulred •ilh
Bniccoll
Rice Pilar, Pcu & 0ruo111
BaaciJ. Oanbb

Hat» laked Olictc:o
Rout Port
Hcrbld Red PocMo.
Combrad SIUffina

Broccoli Spean
Sauatrau1
SleWed Apples

.

Turtcy Rice Soup

eou.y Fried s..u
c~ CRIIII Gravy

Grilled CllicUD - - Pila
Cboeay Mubed PCICI&oel
MuicaoCorn
Greer~

Mlonaoca Wdd Rice Soup
Cblc.taiN...B8Q Beef Sladwfch
~POCIIOGI

Broc:coli Spean
Broiled TOCDII.Oa

Cream or TOCNID Soup
Soft Sbtll Tac.o
Grtlled Cllcac Saftd'trttdl
R.efried .....
Grem 8caDs
Mi1ed Vqdablel

Ba.os

Cream or Musllroom Soup
l'tully Cbcae Steak

Sllldwic:b
QdcDClccKStat
Sandwich
Vqcariu Lu.Jna
CUrly Fries, Pea

Chicken Noodle Soup
PIZZI
TWII Noodle Cwcrolc
Oaiao ltalp
Grca~Beans

Caulillowu au Grab~

Cram of RJCC
Scrambled Ew
Hasbbrowncld Powocs
Bacon, Puc:atcs
Frcndl Onion Soup
Ollcltm FaJitas
~
BtOCICOU, MJ.ud Vq
lcs

Ratatouille

BIKk BeaD Chill

Cblli Rclleoo

eaa-

Beef A VqeabC Scir Fl)
Cltnll Clt.ickcn
Rice
Pea
Cauliflower

TOIIIIIO Hetb 5.Rola Tu.rtey w/ Gravy
Mutled POCIIOCI
fa Noodles
Carrots
Spinldl

Vqewwa Ta.co sad

Prl~ Rib Dllt.Mr

Primo !WI
Fried Cble:kcn
Rosemary Red Powoes
Grem 8caJIS
Com on lbc Cob

Vqeoble Lo Mti11

Chili Con Corny

Mrncan Fried

SCtlnlblcd Ega
Huhbrowoed Powoca
Sauaac Lillks, Bacon
CiMIIDOIIApplel

Cuc.tco Tcnyata
Qcesc Scutrcd Sbclb
Scslmc Noodles

B8Q R.iba

Fmlcb TOUI
Be~ian Waffla

Broccoll Sur Fry
Cranberry Glazied Carrocs

Fried Olieteu
Bated 8c:a:ns
Southern Green Bans
Com OD the Cob

Vqmble Chow Meio

Ge.rdal Quicbe

Soudlwa~mt ~

Olicken

Hatl Mixed Squub
TaMul.aap

Vqcurim l!u Rolla

Feuuc:ini Alfredo

Vcpariao Sluffed Peppers

~
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Take Back the Night
and the Clothesline
Project
The Commons
7:30pm
Sponsored by the
Women's Resource
Center and the Take
Back the Night Coalition

•
•

•••
••
•e
e
e
•

.

••
••e
•
•

T.J. Dernuzgraphics
Tattoos and
Body Piercing

...

Taylor 306
I O:OOam- 5:00pm

1Etizabeth
Rodriguez-Johnson
ofthe
Department of '
Defense
PC Ballroom
7:00pm
Sponsored by
Club Latino and Center
for Multicultural Student
Services

••
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••
••
••
••
•
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Fashion Show

Sponsored by the
University Program
Board

Food and Prizes:
PC Ballroom
$3.00
8:00pm-

•
Leadership
Celebration
(by invitation only)
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Featuring
Multicultural and
Urban/Contemporary Wear

Club PC's
Casino Night

••

Cl.

'<

••
e
••
••
••
•

Benefit Concert

• T.}.
•.

Featuring:
•
Pinfold Spilling Dew . ,
Box Turtle
Sakkarah Audio Out
.

e

Hillside Field
1:00- 4:00pm
Kappa Psi
Beta Sigma

raphics_

.•
•

Dermagraphics •
:
Ta#oo~ at~f~
• _.
Body PiercJng
•
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Taylor 307
!O:OOam -5:00pm

••
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e
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•• .
••
••
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AIDS Quilt

•
•

e

••
••
••
•
---·••
••
••
••
••
•
••

and Dedication • -

Grafton-Stovall
7:00pm

allroom
-5:OOpm •
- Dedication e

Sponsored by the
Madison Leadership
Center

byUPB and
ea.lth Center

e
e
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tural unity the k
the experiences I have had at JMU ... I have been able to
scholastic year has been a roller
ride for me. From class
'11!'-IIU'"'nwor•m to organizational duties
overall campus experience that was
depressing, lt has been a very stres&1am sure a lot oi you can relate to

~uil~tter

saying.
-.• ...- who read my columns, you

das&es, expressed in my column, and publicly voiced my opinion anywhere else I
have had the chance the racial problems I

see as an African-American.
Understanding each other is the key to
social success on campus. First is under·
standing yourself. l know who I am and
what I stand for.

. .wavo:t tallc about racial issues on
ftpus. The "noose-hanging" incident
'ch occurred on the bulletin board in
,.. • ~ reason why I write

...,. ,

... -.

,

Are you looking for a challenge, fun, hard work and the best summer
of your life? Camp Easter Seal in VIrginia has job openings as
camp counselor and program directors. Work with children and adults
with physical disabilities or mental retardation in a beautiful outdoor
setting. All majors welcome to apply. Great experience especially
for O.T., P.T. Speedl or Recreation majors. College credit may be
available. Work with dedicated, caring staff from across the U.S. and
around the world. Room, board and salary provided. 1-800-3651656; Camp Easter Seal; P.O. Box 5496, Roanoke, VA 24012 for
application and information.

James Madison University

~¢ttt~st~

....

ttt ~~em

Summer Session 1997
Ptogra1n. Dates: May 19 to July 11, 1997
Courses in London:

ART 416 - Masterpieces of British Art
ENG 458- Shakespeare in England
HIST 392L - The Transformation of
England: 1760-1914.
ILS 290L- Loncion in Cultural Perspective
MUS 200L - Music in General Culture
THEA 303 - Contemporary Theatre
THE.c\ 449/ENG 232- The London Theatre
Independent Studies possible
Note: ftntll murse ulrction pnrdlrrg mro/lmcr.:

Summer 1997 Faculty in Residence:
Dr. Thomas H. Arthur, Department of Theatre & Dance

THINK

ABOUT
HOW
MUCH
YOU
COULD
HAVE

SOLD
tfJYBm~e
In

"7'/se

Limited spaces are still available. ~[p)WJOW ffil@\'j\J~

/31~

ull

1361#61~1

For more information:

Professor Douglas Kehlenbrink
Director, Semester in London
(540) 568-697116419; kehlende@jmu.edu

JMU Office of International Education
Paul Street House, Harrisonburg, VA 2.1807
568-6419; inti e ·mu.edu
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ipe-ournever having any

sweat-on?" dart to
towels out.
Sent in by a student who s sick of using /Ur T-shin
• as a sweat rag, and wonders why UREC is hoarding
the towels.

I

Pae...
A "thanks-a-million" pat to Michelle Davis at Hair
Plus in the Valley Mall. She is the best hair stylist in
the 'Burg.
Sent in by an appreciative senior who would have
been looking like Cousin It from the Addams Family
if not for her skills.

Unity Fest should be every day
.

uesday kicked off JMU's first ever Unity chose to attend JMU, so we obviously have someFest, geared to promote a feelings of under- thing in common, but we know so little about one
standing and unity among students of all another. It is detrimental to ourselves and our unicultures and backgrounds.
versity, because the less we know about others the
While the University Program Board and other less well-rounded we will be. And if we as stustudent organizations responsible for coordinating dents don't show concern about multiculturalis~"nt
Unity Fest should be applauded for their efforts, the university won't see a reason to address it.
one question must be asked -what took so long?
With a student body of close to 13,000, we canGranted, JMU was a rather
"
.
not expect to know everything
monolithic campus culturally
about every culture at JMU, but
we need to make ourselves
for a significant part of its history. However it IS unclear how
lS JUS
ua
open to new experiences and
long this has been the case. The
willing to learn. Unity Pest is a
first men attended JMU in 1946,
.:1
step in the right direction.
but there appears to be no C aSSYOOm, Qrtu
Wl
Events planned for Unity Fest
record of when the fir~t ~oriinclude a fashion show presentty enrolled at JMU. RaiSmg cul1
~ .
ing multicultural clothing and
turat awareness among studance shows. These events can
dents is overdue.
help students gain a greater
The noose hanging on a Black
WOY ·
understanding of others in the
JMU community.
Emphasis Month bulletin board
in Wampler Hall, and admissions office figures
However, just as learning about other cultures
showing JMU enrollment among black freshmen should not have begun with Unity Fest, it cannot
is at its lowest point in 10 years at 4.08 percent, stop there either. JMU students must continue to
indicate JMU is far from a mecca of cultural broaden their knowledge of and experience with
understanding and acceptance.
cultures other than their own.
But misunderstanding among students is subtle
The college years are not only for learning
most of the time and tends to get brushed aside. through classes, books and tests. Learning about
African-American Greek organizations have little other people is just as valuable as anything gained
or no interaction with social Greek organizations in a classroom, and you will never have to ask,
on campus - they are even under different lead- "When will I ever use this in the real world?"
ership. Social Greeks are led by IFC/PanheUenic
and African-American Greek leadership is the The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
Black Greek Caucus. There is a noticeable color board, which consists of the editor, numaging editor atrd
line in classes, sporting events and D-Hall. We all opinion editor.

T

Dare...
A "you're-all-cowards" dart to the people at
Hunter's Ridge who sat and watched while an
innocent guy got his face kicked in.
Sent in by someone who hopes you a~ not there if
he's ever gettiltg beat up.

Learnzng about other
I · · t
1 bf
peop e
as va
e
as anything gained in a
l
.:..
you ·zz
never have to ask. 'When
wul I ever use thzs zn the
1
ld?'"
rea

Pae...
A "we-love-downtown" pat to EARTH and all the
other organizations for bringing the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities together through the
Support Downtown Festival Saturday. You did a
great job!
Sem in by someone who appreciates their efforts
and respects the community sht 'II only stay in for
four years.

Dan...
An "1-really-need-my-research-back" dart to the
person who stole my backpack from outside of PC
Dukes Thursday night. My final grade depends on
the notes and textbook in that backpack. Please
return it to the lost and found .
Sent in by a studtnt who will fail his music
industry class if his backpack isn't rewmed.

Pae...
A "you're-a-lifesaver" pat to the JMU Alumni
Association for sending out a checklist of events to

a1J ~tlng•~.r~ ". 1 ttJ IC, 11 · bn6 rh1t>W OJ 3ntfll
lr S~ #fl)y fti~FBi<g lfb'~arlWltlffi'V~~er!JrlJ
I
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ultural unity the key to social success
7hrough the~ I habe had at JMU ... I have been able to embrace the different culhiral fruits this world has to offer ... '

T

his scholastic year has been a roUer
coaster ride for me. From class
assignments to organizational duties
to an overaU campus experience that was
most depressing, it has been a very stressfuJ year. I am sure a lot ol you can relate to
what I am saying.
For th~ who read my columns, you
know l always talk about radaJ issues on
campus. The Nnoose-hanging" incident
which occurred on the bulletin board in
Wampler Hall is the reason why J write
about the need for racial harmony.
For those of you who don't know, a
noose was hung on the "'Black Emphasis
Month" bulletin board in Wampler
Hall March 11.
No one took this incident seriously enough to publicly discuss
it except one student who wrote
a letter to the editor in The 8~.
I thank her for acknowledging
the importance ol this issue.
The kind of ignorance that
prompted this incident pushes
us away from achieving racial
harmony. Can we get away from
this hatftd?
I don't know where we)re
going from here, but I know
where we're at and where we
need tog~ I have spoken in

LETTEH~ 'f'()

classes, expressed in my column, and publicly voiced my opinion anywhere else I
have had the chance the racial problems 1
see as an Afrii::an..American.
Understanding each other is the key to
social success on campus. First Is understanding yourself. 1 know who I am and
what I stand for.

Through the experiences [ have had at that network. Oub Latino, you provide me
JMU and by being the person I am - a with new cultural experiences. I thank you
strong, educated African-American male for advancing me one step towards
- I have been
embracing the dif·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..., ferent flavors of
able to embrace
.-~llllllllllllllllllllllllllll

the different
the world.
cul tural fruits
Students for
this world has
Minority Outreach,
your purpose is
to offer and still
embrace my
the key to the suecul ture to the
cess of our future.
fullest
-Chris Carter
Reaching out to
I would like
those in need during their years of
to encourage everyone to educate them- higher education is how we all succeed.
There are so many other individual
selves about other cultures and
other people. I have people I want to thank, but I don't want to
learned an enormous forget anyone. So, for those who have proamount. I have made vided me with new experiences, thank you
many friends and, in a and "gracias."
r look forward to next semester, where
sense, "campus fami·
hopefuUy there ~ be a better abnosphere
lies.
I would like to recognize where we all can understand, appreciate
each of my campus fami- and communicate with each other - an
lies: Brothers of a New atmosphere where there is no division of
Direction, thank you for people, whether it be African-American,
being the strong African- Asian, Caucasian or others.
Remember we live in this world togethAmerican men that you
are. 1 felt as though I er. Peace.
needed a network to
Chris Carter is a sophomore sociology
connect with my brothSE11f FRim>MANishlffortist ers and you provided
major .

A Minority
View

II
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Commentary shows disrespect to,
offends JMU student athletes

lbere are 25 other Division I teams on this campus
besides the basketball teams. Many of these athletes know
that when their four or five years is up there won't be any
shoe contracts or commercial ads, yet they still play. They
play for the love of their sport and the true desire for competition.
We have AU-Americans and nationally ranked individuals and teams on this campus and all you can write about
is the bullshit going on in the administration. I know I can
speak for many of my other fellow students athletes when
I say we're pissed! Learn the meaning of the word respect
and give credit where credit is due.

To the Editor.
Although John M. Taylor would find me"spoiled rotten." in my humble opinion, I find it very hard to read an
article on athletes in the nineties written by someone who
has never spent an hour on a Division I athletic field. Yes, J
agr;ee what has happened to Coach Moorman is wrong,
but there is more to this story than The Breeze lets on. In
fact, there is more to athletics than The Breeze lets on. Now
I'm not saying that pro athletes deserve the outrageous
salaries, but neither do entertainers. However, athletes do
UndsayM--*C
deserve to be respected and not stereotyped.
women's lacfla ••• ta.m
The athletes on this campus consider themselves, Nnot
normal students" because they are not. Sure, they wear
nice warm-ups and get to register early, but those warmups get turned in at the end of the year and registering
early is not a privilege but a necessity. While many students on this campus are out every Wednesday through
Saturday night, w' are at four-hour-long practices, on tOhour-long road tnps and getting t:reabnent for an hour
before and after practice just so we can practice.
What many people don't know is that before many of
the students on this campus roll out of bed, athletes have
been up for hours. They've been at practice since 5:30am.,
lifting and conditioning for over an hour (not just doing a
few sprints) and reporting to their coaches at 7:30 a.m. for
breakfast check.
Former professor fondly remembers,
But why? Why would athletes do these things? Because
sends best wishes to past students
they are committed to something that has engulfed their
entire lives. These student athletes do not have the sarn.e
coUege experience most students do. They would Jove to To the Editor:
go home for llumksgiving, aU of Winter Break and take a
Up there, I imagine tlie first red buds have started to
Spring vacation, but they can't When no one else is on this bloom. Down here, the sky is blue, the weather is warm,
campus, many athletes are still here. They give you some- and the dogwoods are splendid. In short, spring has come.
thing to watch and enjoy at the ~A~t llY~~ !Ia;1'!'f5 reminds me of~ importance of this spring to many
theit ~{@~fR\1 ~.X~ PY, ~ ~p of 'Y &tudl!lnts at JanwsMadleon University
God-given talents and stereotyping them.
If I taught you three years 'ago, you're wrapping up

honors theses and finishing senior projects. You're in the
midst of deciding what you will do for graduation. That's
why I'm writing this little note.
I'm sorry I can't see you in caps and gowns walking
across the field. I'm just telling you in advance that I wish
you luck. I'm proud of you.
If 1taught you two years ago, then look for a note from
me next year around this time. I won' t forget I was sad to
leave behind my many wonderful colleagues and students. My best always.

Jim Owen
Columbus State University

UPB applauded for providing enjoyable,
economical concerts for campus
To the Editor:
•
I am writing to express my thanks to the University
Program Board in conjunction with the Concert
Production and Promotion class for bringing Bela Fleck
and the Flecktones to campus March 25.
While so many other aspects of the univers ity are
hopelessly screwed up (parking), its reassuring to see UPB
doing such a fine job. Its efforts to bring musicians like
Bela and guitarist Stanley Jordan to Wilson Hall for the
unbelievably low ticket price of $3 has helped expose a
much wider audience to what are undeniably the most
innovative and creative talents in modem jazz.
It is refreshing to see so many people supporting and
enjoying music that isn't popular enough to be played on
MTV or local radio stations. How about the Alison Brown
Quartet for next year?
Thanks again, and keep up the good work.

I
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Are you the independent type?
Are you intererted in ·
off-caMpur houring
that coMbiner your
independence with
cOMMunity living? Then come
check out Dentonr. Located in
downtown Harrironbur9, Dentonr
provider Much needed privacy
without entirely leaving the colle9e
COMMunity behind. Take. a rafe rtep
toward the " real world n and coMe
check out Dentons today.

Williamson
Pharmacy & Home Health
• In House Charge Accounts may be established to
be pala directly by your ~
• Convenient Prescription Del!ver_y
• 10% Discount to Students With ro

•ale

$3.00 off a new prescripti on
with this ad
HOURS M-F 8:3()..6:00
Sat 9:00·12:00

Iii
434-8650

434-2372
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)

a/ C1 free ride:·
I

AnnoUncing the AT&T
"Ultimate Road Trip"
sweepstakes.
Going abroad this school

year? AT&T would like
to help pay your way.

.

10 QraDd Prise Wi.DDen Round-Trip Air Transportation
fran the u.s. to the country
where you 11 be studying.

·NATIONAL YOUTH SERYIC£ WEEK

1

Calendar of Events
Saturday, April12., 1997

Plus thO).lSands of chances to win
high- quality currency converters
(hey 1 you lnilY find it more valuable

Community Service

than the air transportation).

Student groups and individuals are invited to partJcipate in one of the many service
projects raking place on this day 10 the Harrisonburg community.

To enter, call

Monday, April14, 1997 Community Service Recognition (Taylor 404)
1-3 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
• 4-6 p.m.

Reception to recognize JMU students who have served this eru-.
Recognizing facu lty who have Incorporated service in their classrooms.
Community agencies will be appreciated for their hard work.

1

Or you can enter on-line at

Tuesday, Apri/15, 1997 2-5 p.m. Service Fair for Groups (Taylor 405)

http: www.cHt.com Jtud c-nt <lbro<ld

Student groups can set up a display about their organization's service activities.
Groups can talk together and dbcuss collaborating projects for next year.

Do it today.

Wedrusday, April16, 1997 Commons 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
March of Dimes'

Blu~

8oo 157-54-14- ext 300

,

Jean.sfor Babi~s fuod·raiser S3 for a sticker/$5 for a button.

Thursday, April17, 1997 Spuker, David Dukes, aJ Grafton Stoval
Hear the amazing Hfe·story of this Civil Rights Activist and Director, Johnson·
Brinson Project, an alternative spring break. trip '97 in Madison County, FL.

Saturday, Apri/19, 1997 LOMBARDI GRAS
Come enjoy the festival of bands at Godwin Field to support cancer research.
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Selling JMU.

Your -way,

right aWay
<<Sci-fi monsters, speedo freaks

and indignant Hokies. Also,
Dukeburgers and railroad lore.>>
KATHERINE ALDEN explores
the bizarro world of freshman
•
campus tours.
photos by ALLYSON OFER.·
.

W:

at are the components of a college
visit? A religious
anatic damning
nearby students? An eccentric
clown giving candy to strangers?
How about a throng of rowdy
students stumbling to dinner
before returning to their parties?
Or perhaps a mock battle in the
commons between mysterious
sci-fi monsters?
Well, if you visit JMU, all of
the above. Besides the manuals

I

and st tistics, our university
seems o have an added color
that is• not conveyed in the
Americfs's 50 best buys list
A lQt of energy is put into
making this school attractive to
the high school students.We
know it is tour time when the
landsc;aping crew works overtime, but what impression do
these v\sitors come away with?

<?u\i5ty Seltzer, a sophomore
studel}t ambassador, says her
tours
an expesience certain to

Sopholnore 8tudent .....,..,.... Seth Llebetm8n (left) pre.ches to the nearty.converted In front of

Wllon Hill Tueeday. The tow .,..... lit Sonner HaU and concluded In the lobby of Wanen.
make a lasting impression. ed to go to school in the South, I such as referring to 'o ur main
''Someone dressed up as Barney was getting away from weather meal spot as 0-haU, not Gibbons
and followed me around the like this," she says.
Hall, which would have sav~d
whole time," Seltzer says of her
&c.k on the JMU 101 path, our my mother and I an hour had we
first tour as an ambassador this flamboyant guides receive ch~r- known this during orientation
spring.
ful greetings throughout campus, week. But it seems we're not the
Her friends, knowing how reinforcing the friendly image only visitors ever to receive
nervous she was, decided to test they try to convey to visitors. unusual advice from a tour
her skills by sabotaging her big Seth Lieberman, student ambas- guide.
premiere. "'They staged a bike sador, who happened by the
Sophomore Vickie Willis
accident," she says. "'Two boys group, interrupted the tour, say- recalls, "Our student ambassador
ran through the tour in speedos. ing, 1 just want to tell you, I have told us about a guy who decided
They videotaped the whole a crush on both these tour to ride the train through campus,
~·
guides."
:
but he didn' t know the train
Sadly, my own tour, when I
Seltzer and Rumber$er speeds up; he ended up in
was a senior in high school, was seemed enthusiastic about every Richmond. That's what he said!"
not so exciting. I could have dis-- facet of JMU, from the partyOn the other hand, freshman
cuased the pros and more pros of packed weekends to the wide Nicole Bigley says, HJMU is so
every eating facility at JMU and variety (180) of organizations on small it's really self~planatory,
little else, but after a recent sunny campus. From CISAT to UREC, so you don't need to take a tour."
tromp through campus with our "$18 million recreation facili- She managed to get a feel for
Seltzer and freshman Tara ty," JMU comes acro6S as quite an JMU with the help of up~
Rumberger, also an amateur tour innovative university. Although., men friends.
leader, I saw a whole new ver- the tour stopl)ed for a considerInstead, Bigley's first taste of
able time in ttoot ol Wilson Hall, student life was a block party at
sion of JMU.
1be visitors they played host they never mentioned the new Hunter's Ridge, where she found
to could not have asked more $9,000 electronic chimes.
the people to be very friendly.
&om a university as they experiRumberger threw out generenced Harrisonburg's finest ous tips about campus living,
seeTOURPCe 17
spring weather, the rarity of
which they will not understand
unless they too have survived the
natural disasters of ttie winter
months in the Shenandoah
Valley.
The catalogs given to prospective students tactfully do not contain photographs of the snowblitzed week of January 1996 or
the flood that followed when the
snow melted, destroying various
portions of campus. Wouldn't a
picture of the band shack that
washed out in the temporary
river behind Mr. Chips make an
interesting statement in place of
the traditional shot of Wilson
Hall?
Stefanie McGivern, a sophomore, expresses a sentiment
re.•peated~
cn~ess
times each Student llllll11111dor ·~ .,._
111
wb8n 1 dt!Cid
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Neon Hlghline Sedan
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Jeep Wrangler
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COLLEGE PARK IS ON THE TEN SPOT!

~'16~VS
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APRIL 10, 1997 4:00·7:00 P.M.
1235 F DEVON
(look for the tent!)

The Option
for
Adoption.••

TOP TEN REASONS FOR LIVING AT

COLLEGE PARK-ASHBY CROSSING, L.L.C.

Do you know
someone who is
pregnant and
considering
adoption?
Give the baby
the best
opportunity in
Jife. Please
consider the
loving option of
adoption with
Sue and John, a
happily
.
couple
to share their
lives with a
precious baby.
Speak with

.....s...o .. 7.R*ft ...

Reason Number One ...

COME TO.THE
OPEN HOUSE -T O
SEE FOR
YOURSELF!

someone who
cares and will
help you.
Ask for Rutb(804) 832-2049
Jll()
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Could.·be better, could be worse
Professors count the friendship of students among mixed blessings of JMU
by Phil Kinzler

aged, but there needs to be certain preconditions, such as a lighter teaching load, an
improved library and incentives for faculty
who research.
" I've also had to be innovative and
'entrepreneurial to get material, such as
equipment and library journals, for new
courses," he said.
Vallath is leaving JMU a t the close of
this acadernlc year to take a teaching post at
the University of Singapore.
"University of Singapore is closer to my
home (in lndlaL and the school has a lot of
researdl incentives and resources," he said.
"'OveraJI, though, UMU} has been an
interesting experience," Vallath said. "I've
met a lot of nice people, teachers and especially students, that I' m going to keep in
contact with."
J.J. Leary, professor of chemistry, also
feels a main advantage of working at ]MU is
the students. "Without a doubt, the greatest
joy associated with working at JMU has
been the opportunity to have a positive
impact upon both the intellectual and professional lives of those students who have
taken their academic pursuits seriously," he
said. "A genuine benefit that f have enjoyed
here is the fact that most of my closest
friends are former JMU students."
Leary earned his doctorate from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel HilL
He came to JMU in 1973 because he
"thought this school had the potential to
develop into a first rate institution of higher

senior writer

------

One of the hardest decisions in a young
person's life is where to go to college. Many
don't realize, however, that teachers face the
same choice when they look for an institution
to practice their trade.
According to George johnson, department
head of the school of media arts and design,
the first step in finding a faculty member is to
place an advertisement in national publications such as ~ Chronic~ of Hightr f.dualtion .
Departments also .recruit at national conventions. "You never know where a conversation
can lead," Johnsori said. ''We've hired [faculty
members] from instituti~ that they've been
happy at based on meeting them at conventions."Job openings are also advertised in
publications and colleges geared toward
minorities.
"We let the ad run for about a month and
form an applicant pool," Johnson said. "We
then put together a search committee of three
to five faculty members. The committee narrows their search down to three top applicants; they then conduct phone interviews."
The top choices are recommended to the
dean or provost of the school, and after talking to the applicant and department head,
they give the yea or nay.
The next step in hiring the person is salary
negotiation. Accord.ing to David Jeffery, associate provost for the college of arts and letters,
there is a prescribed salary range. "The
of the new hire depends on the department,
discipline and specializatioo," he said. Generally, the more
applications received for a particular position, the lets
negotiations are nea!S6alY·
Occasionally, ~le approach members of JMU facul..
ty to inquire about job openings, but for the most part, this
is in response to an ad.
"The process takes a-long time- about three mon!M,"
Johnson said. ~e faculty must be able to~
because JMU is always changing. We are always looking
for practitioners with reshrch interests."
Richard Whi~ provost for the College of Arts and
Letters believes there are many aspects that draw new faculty members and applicants to JMU.
"I think they [faculty members] come for a great variety of reasons; they are attracted by the programs here,
they are attracted to the geographic location and in many
cases they get their best offer here," Whitman said.
Salary levels are determined by the 'peer group' that
JMU is a member of.
''Peer groups are determined by an elaborate process
that includes a mathematical match," said Whitman. "The
25 schools in our peer group are similar in size to JMU."

SCOTr TROBAUGB/umor artirt education."

Some of the more notable schools in our peer group
include Baylor' University, Miami University of Ohio and
Indiana State University.
0\andrasekha.r Vallath, assistant professor of media
a,rts and design. came to JMU in £all 1995 after earning a
doctOrate in communication from Indiana University at
Bloomington.
1 had worked many jobs before this," Vallath, who
came to the United States in 1988 from his home country
of India, said. "I was a teaching assistant at JU and at
Bowling Green State University [in Ohio). When I was
applying for teaching jobs, my window of opportunity for
teaching in the fall of '95 was closing. But then the opportuni~ to teach [at]MU] came along, and I applied, got the
job and took il"
Vallath quickly developed a fondness for the students
he taught "The students are what I like best about this
school," he said.
But teaching at JMU has not always been a bed of roses
for Vallath. "The teaching load doesn't leave time for
research." he said. '1 would like to see research encour-

However, he has seen his hopes dashed
in recent years. "Over the past decade, there has been a
disastrous change in the philosophy of .the institution
which has resulted in a mind~boggling misallocation of
resources, Leary said.
Associate professor of history Steve Guerrier came to
JMU in 1988 from a radically different environment. '1
taught for four years at VMJ in Lexington," he said. " A
one-year job at JMU came open. and Ttook il It led to a
tenured position."
Guerrier said one of his favorite aspects of JMU is the
general relationship of the faculty with students. 'The students are very easy to get along with," he said. "I also like
the sense of collegiality within [the history} department."
Among his least favorite areas of teaching is the "proliferation of non-teaching work, like committee meetings.
1llere needs to be a stronger push towards teaching, there
are only so many hours in the day. But what we do, we do
weU."
Guerrier saidthe pay might be s ubpar, and there
should be more of an emphasis on teaching, but "in general. JMU is an attractive place for teachers to come work,"
N

Tours~-------------------------------------------------continued
P8fl6 15
from

people to be very &iendly. "Everyone here
says hi, even if they don't know you," she
says.
Students take pride in this particular
aspect of JMU, which many visitors notice
immediately. Chip Phillips, a junior, ~Us
visiting JMU and Virginia Tech in the
same weekend.
"'twas seventy-five degrees; the flow-

ered trees were blooming and everyone
was happy. It was like, 'Ahhhh.'" Phillips
remembers.
was just me and a dorky
kid on the tour, and the person who gave
the tour was a really beautiful girl Then 1
went to Tech and it got cold and dreary. It
was like God said 'JMU.',.
·
j Bigley, who also Jooked ~t Tech ~re

"'t

to JMU, agrees with Phillips' sentiments about the two schools. However,
this freshman is bolder than many about
her school pride.
.,I visited Tech for the first time this
weekend, stood in the middle of the dance
floor and said 'Virginia Tech sucks; JMU
rocks," says Bigley. "About fifty people
wanted to kick my ass "
Other than the congeniality of the student body, Seltzer and Rumberger emphasized safety on campus by pointing out the
location of the police station and describing the student cadets who patrol campus:
However, sophomore Anne Smith
noted, with frustration. that while she and
other student ambassadors talk about the
~

wannth and safety of our little school, they
also hand out a copy of 1'ht 8n£U.
"[Thursday] I toJd my group about the
safety of JMU and then had to hand them
information to the contrary,"says Smith.
"The Bree:ze cover headlines were about
the double homicide and death threats."
Sophomore Mike Kochansld was less
concerned with the interests of the touring

families.
"The tours think they own the school
because they take up the whole sidewalk,"
he said. "You know, I pay to go here. I
think I should at least get a piece of it"
Granted, not everyone feels the love
upon first stepping across the Quad. OnEj
visit is simply not enough to experience
I

the humor of JMU stude nts. But when
to urs pass by, students' behavior sometimes takes a noticeable tum.
Jon Regetz, a sophomore, was amused
on his tour by an unplanned bonus.
"A tour came by," he recalls, "And
bunch of boisterous guys started singing
the JMU fight song."
Whether people are inspired to burst
into lyrics or simply mumble 'Go Dukes'
as they pass by, JMU's charm is hard to
explain to outsideJS.
Where else can you find a professor
who chooses to hacky-sack with students
on a SWU\Y afternoon or a
who
braves
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LIST OF STUDENT EMPLOYEES NOMINATED FOR 1996-1997
STUDENTEMWLOYEEOFTHEYEAR
National Student Employment Week donations provided by:
American Eagle
American Lung Assoc.
Apollo Tanning
Artful Dodger

Student
Kim Abercrombie
Nalia Aslarn
Sylvia Marian Baffour
Maria Elena Barrios
Anthony Joesph Bartolotta
Amanda Ellen Burks

Kinko's
Laughing Dog
LittJe Grill
Luigi's Pizza
Mr. J's Bagels
Mrs. Field's
& Aeet
Quality
Sheraton Jon
Ski & Skate
SpeeDee Oil Change
Staples
Sue's Nutrition

Farm

Mimi Campbell
Laura Casey
William Cassell
Emily Childress

Valley Playhouse
WBOP
Women's Fitness

Ethan B. Colliver
Rachel C. Davis

Pass the envelope please...
And the winner is

Kynisha DeBose

Todd Williamson
I

•

•
r#J&&
®rt

@(ffj~

Jennifer Esser
Benjamin Fairfield
Rusty Farmer
Yongcun Gao
Diana J. Gennan
Ian Graham
Jennifer Harvey
Jason Heffieger

~'[/(ffjfP)(J,UYJ'[/

Charity D. Henson

(J,WJ(j)(b@~@,@,~

Cherimonda Huff
John Hughes

r#j~@,

fJ!/0UYJUYJ(J,[f}~I

Hwa-Mei Jung
Jaime Keddie
Nichole Kemritzer
Charity Knott
CarmiJie Lindersmith

Courtney Meade
Lan Nyugen
Place of Employment

Jeannine Ruggiano
Gwen Saner

Admissions
Health Sciences

Susan Sibert
Christopher Sommers

ILRI Carrier Library
Teacher Education
Services
Health Sciences

Chris Wells

Tarah Wheelbarger
Anne Williams
Todd Williamson

Nominator

JC Penny

Joe Bowman Chevy

Barr-ee Station
Belk Dept. Store
Blue Foxx Cafe
Blue Ridge Cyclery
Crutchfield
Daniels
Donovan's Framery
Fastraxx
First Union
Gentry Photography
Glen's Fair Price
GNC
Grand Piano
Hair Plus
Harrisonburg Honda

Student

Place of Employment

JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall Copy
Center
Schoolof
t
History,
Resources

Nominator
Janice R. Harper
Dr. Tom Syre
Dr. Jon M. Thompson
Alma Hale-Cooper
Linda Ellis
Linda B. Ulanski
Dr. Mark Warner
Rosa Thmer
Ellen O'Neal
Dr. Stephen H. Stewart
Dr. Richard Travis
Devon Leeper
Paulette Swinsburg
Christina B. Updike

Bridget O'Laughlin
Chad O'Neil
Bella Patel
Mary Pontillo
Jeffery Pope
Valerie M. Rice
Amber D. Rombs
MarkS. Ross

'

Bookstore
Management
Gibbons Dining Hall
Gibbons Dining Hall
Gibbons Dining Hall
Interlibrary Loan!
Carrier Library
Dept. of Nursing
University Recreation
Admissions Office
Center for
Multimedia, Carrier
Library
Gibbons Dining Hall
Geology/
Environmental
Studies
Office of Financial
Aid & Scholarships
School of Accounting
School of Music
Special Events
Economics
Sociology/
Anthropology
Office of Career'
Services
School of Theatre
& Dance
CIS AT/Provost
Office
Infonnation &
Decision Sciences
Management
University Health
Center
Dept. of Finance &
Business Law
Bookstore
Current Periodicals/
Reserves, Carrier
Library
Parking Division
Center for
Professional
Development,
College of Business
College of Education
& Psychology,
Office of the Dean
University Health
Center
Biology
University Club
Steakhouse
College of Business/
MBA Program
SchoolofEducation
Sawhill Gallery
Interlibrary Loan/
Carrier Library
Finance & Business
Law
Department Of History

Stephanie J. McConnick
Karen Bennington
Christopher W. Garner
Jill K. Rembold
Collin C. Jones
Anna M. Newman
Carolyn Lyndaker
Debbie Kauffman
Laika Tammy/
Janice Harper
Linda Carrier
Christie Duty
F. Howard Campbell
W. Cullen Sherwood
Cynthia A Keams
Roddy V. Amenta
Dr. Lance E. Kearns
Judy Lambert
Mike Riordan
Lena KJine
Sue Rutan
William C. Wood
Ginger Usry
Barbara J. Daniel
Nancy Kupee
Michael Carrier/
Mary Lou Cash
Dr. Donald Musselman/
Kaye Mozingo/
Anne Marie Pringle
Karen Bennington
Deitra M. Downin
Cindi Parker
Step~anie

McConnick
MiiOO Butcher

Tara Armentrout
Alan D. MacNutt
Anne Gordon

A. Jerry Benson!
Vickie Dove

Laura Martin

Dr. Grace Wyngaard
Andy Bawcombe
Nancy Hulings
Judy Patterson
Stuart Downs
Anna M. Newman
Deborah J. Juhasz
Michael J. Galgano
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Shira
Lev1ne
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(above) 'Mailboxes, Rocklnctaam County, VII'IJnla,' 1986
"My dealer told me that Peart Jam wanted to use [thla piece) for publicity," Crable aald. "I was excited at fll"'t, but then I found out that I
wu expected to let them use It free of charce. They said that the 'exposure' would be adequate payment. Do you realize how much thoM
S.O.S.'s make per week? I told them to stuff It, but now a lot of my studenU aren't talklnC to me."
(below) 'Pompldou Center,' Parla, France 1984
"It's a crazy bulldlnC to say the least •.• The white geometric lines are the outer rallln&a of the structure. By ftJpplnC every other photo, I
wu able to create perfect diamonds, which In tum produced larcer and larcer diamonds."
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BEHIND THE LENS
]MUprofessor ofart and art history captures the

decisive moment and has fun while doing it
implidty is best. Less
is more," explains
artist James Crable,
professor of art and
art history. His appearance and his
phQtographic works reflect his philosophy. A wide welcoming smile,
friendly eyes, simple dress and
humorous manner exemplify the
people-oriented style expressed in
his numerous photomontages.
As an art professor at JMU for
20 years, molding talented art
majors is not his only success.
Crable was named one of 30 "hot
contemporary photographers coast
to coast" in the March/ April special collector's issue of American
Photo magazine.
This prestigious honor follows
many other notable awards, some
of which include the Virginia Prize
for the Visual ~ts, the National
Endowment for the Art Individual
Artists Fellowship and a First Prize
Gold Medal for the Los Angeles
International Art Competition.
Crable's works have been exhibited in museums throughout the
United States and sold internationally. Books and magazines have
published his p hotomontages featuring his unique artistic techniques.
Crable developed his repetitious and symmetrical style after
years of painting. American Photo
del;cribes his art as "stretch[ing]
the boundaries of traditional photojraphy." Over the course of
C ble's life, his works have
ev lved into a style employing
b ic geometric forms. He captures
i ges people encounter everyd : circles, squares and triangles,
cr ating a "kaleidoscope" of p atte ns behind the lens of his
0 1 puscamera.
The artist's work is comparable
to a colorful quilt. Adjusting the
lens on his camera, he focuses on
themes of repetitive motion and
linear perspective while uniting
people with architecture. He

''S

freezes particular images in time
while combining realistic scenes
and objects with repetition.
Reclined in his office chair, he
casually explains that his work
encompasses "a humanistic m~
sage, not just a formal pattern."
Crable concentrates on the variety
and movement of people m relation to chosen background . He
dtes Andy Warhol, Piet Mondrian
and Ed.weard Muybridge as influ-

ing Crable's flow of ideas. He jokes
about various adventures @s photography has taken him on. Crable
admits that while he takes his
work seriously, he creates it with a
comical, down-to-earth style. He
encourages his students to be
"ambitious, gutsy, expressive and
especially witty." He rationalizes
saying, "why shouldn't humor be
an important part of art?"
"I thought he was crazy at first,
ences.
but I realized he was really good"
The streets of New York City senior art major Mark Riddle said.
and Los Angeles provide inspira- "His teaching is eclectic and uses a
tion. New York is his favorite sub- holistic approach where he brings
ject to photograph because he everything together to make what
enjoys recreating the personality of we are looking at relevant," Riddle
the
city - - - - - - - - - - - - - - added.
~sttee
uchtsa. In~chis
People can
rela te to the
gol~ mine
images in
of tmages
Crable's phoand ~reat
tographs. His
archttec•
photo m onture. I've
tages
are.
pleasant to
a 1w a y s
been a peoJames Crable look at and
pte-watchProfessor of art and art hi tory easy
to
er. I like
appreciate
crowds," New York native says.
and understand. He utilizes bright
His collection labeled "Man colors, uses sharp contrasts and
and Architecture" by Tilt Daily captures the image from an
News-Record combines a series of intriguing perspective.
photographs with individual
C rable's three-dimensional
frames. Together they form a col- images hold a two-dimensional
lage illustrating a variety of people quality of understanding. On a
traveling into or out of the same surface level, what the reader sees
architectura l
background . is exactly what Crable intended to
Construction sites, ~lators, side- capture. However, on a deeper
walks and telephone booths have level, his photomontages take on
been used as a backdrop for his both symbolic and thematic meanphotomontages.
ings.
His series "New York Street
Each individual shot in Crable's
Rhythms" reveals people interact- photomontages relate to images on
ing with the environment. He a movie reel. This technique represearches the streets for the chore- sents h is obsession with the dneography, attitudes and facial rna. The Warholian influence in his
expressions of the public. Crable works he describes as a "kind of
follow s photographer Walker cloning of paintings." He believes
Evans' advice that " the proper his passion for cinematography
place for a photographer is ln the combined with his art history
streets."
appreciation has had a tremendous
Humor is the vital trait cultivat- influence on him and has molded

.._
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"Why shouldn't
humor be a part
oifart?,

'Columbus Circle, New York, New York,' 1989
Crable'• obeealon wtth the cinema Ia llluatrated In hla pu.slon for
Alfred Hitchcock movies. In this work, he borrowed Hltchcock't
concept of "slcnlng" hla films with a brief cameo appearance,
Where'• Waldo?«yte, In hla photo&raphlc crowda.

his artwork to its current style.
In "Street Rhythms," he
expresses fascination for Alfred
Hitchcock by appearing in one of
his frames as Hitchcock does in his
movies.
The elusive simplicity of
Crable's artwork conveys empathy
for his subjects and proficiency
with surrounding technology.
Onsite at a potential photo collage
location, Crable sets his Olympus
camera on a tripod, immortalizing
the background image, then photographing it repeatedly with different people changing in the foreground. The photographer continues to explode with new ideas, animatedly admitting that his work is
"an obsession."
On April 12 Crable' s most
recent piece titled "Encyclopedia
of Round Things," a vibrantly colored compendium of circular
objects such as tennis rackets, trash
can lids and teddy bear heads, will
be featured at an art auction at The
Homestead in Hot Springs, Va
Crable grows nostalgic when
describing the creation of his photomontages. ''The fun is the feeling
you get when you' ve captured
something that's exciting," he said.
"You have the perfect day, the perfect light, t1 • people. If you're persistent, it al omes together. But it
takes a lot ~ rime and most of all,
patience.''
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The Commons and South View 'Com·e With--Both a Full Size Washer & Dryer
Each furnished Luxury
4 BedrooiD 4 BatbrOQm
Apartment comes with:

c;

• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer .
·, • Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Closets ·
• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwwdler
.,
•

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment

869 B Port Republic.Rd•

432-0600

,....-...,...,._....

-

·. Stop by
The Commons .
Rental Office,
or call 432-0600,
and make a ·

{
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Dancin'_the night away
'Experimental, energetic'
dances characterize diverse
'Body Logic' this weekend
by Margeurite "Miz" Daniels
contributing writer
the school year draws to a close,
ach academic department to
owcases a semester's worth of
hard work. JMU's department of theatre
and dance is no exception.
Starting tonight, "Body Logic" incorpcr
rates an unprecedented variety of dance
genres, including tango, jazz and an
assortment of modem, folk, rumba and
swing. Junior co-director Cortney Adams
describes the show as ''experimental,
rlsqu~, energetic, but most of all, it's fun."
Although there is no theme unifying
the 16 different performances within
"Body Logic," there are themes that pre-dominate each of the pieces.
'1'm really excited about the jazz piece
'Mission: Impossible'," said technical
director Sue Ginel, a junior. " I've never
seen anything like it."
One of the two staff members, Suzanne
Miller, associate professor of dance, choreographed this jazz ensemble. " I tried to

incorporate a lot of modPm principles into
the choreography, so it's not a stereotypical jazz piece," she said. " Mission:
Impossible" is invigorating to the eye with
the dancers using all of the s pace they're
given on stage."
At the opposite extreme is junior
Elizabeth Kusmick's "The Binding," which
takes place solely from a chair, accompanied by tribalistic music. Kusmick explains
the dance is about "being caught between
religion and sexuality." The jerky movements resemble a seizure, which vastly
contrasts with the typical graceful flow of a
ballerina's movements. Adams says this
controversial performance "is at times discomforting for the audience." In addition
to choreograph ing and performing her
dance, Kusmick also designed her own

costume.
Most of the performers have been
working together since they started at
JMU, but the directors, choreograph ers
and dancers began working on "Body
Logic" at the beginning cf this semester.
This performance is unique in other

ANGELA SMITH/unmr phtJioRrophtr

Freshmen Krtstl Nimmo and Jennifer Poore dance " Annexation," one of 16 dances
featured In "Body Logic," which openl toni&Jit.
ways - more non-theatre and dance
majors are involved than in other dance
performances.
"There are more guys than I've ever
seen in any showcase," Ginel added.
Freshman Ann Keast's solo dance,
" Imprisoned Voice," offers another twist
on the diversity of themes. Co-director
sophomore Rachel Biesemeyer says, ''The

title works because Ann seems to be tied
not only to the movement, but to an outside force " The dancer seems to fight the
chains that bind her, both physically and
mentally as a song by Tori Amos plays in
the background.
"Body Logic" opens tonight itt Gcdwin 356

at 8 p.m. and runs througlr Saturday. Tickets
are $3 witIt fAC card and $5 for general public.
'

.~ STUFF

ON

SALEI
Chemical Brothers - "Dig Your Own"
Gwar- - "Carnival of Chaos"
Tracey Lee - "Many Facez"
Chris Roclc - "Roll with the Hew"
Romeo a Juliet Vol. 2 Soundtraclc
US3 - "Broadway a 52nd"
Zhane - "Sat. Hight"

$12,~~ GD,S
$8,4~

GAS£TT£
S
.

TONS OF STOFF ON SALE-!
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Ask for a College Special
'

I'm Not Your Papa,
I'm the Four Star General

20" 4-Star General
College Special $9.99
16" 4-Star Large·
·
College Special $6.99
14" 4-Star Medium
College Special $5.00

12" Submarine Sandwiches
Ham&Cheese
· Italian .·
B.L.T.
Pizza Sub
Roast Bed & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Classic Meatball
Western Meatball
VcggieSub
Cheese Sub
All Subs Include:
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Cheese, Italian Dressing,
Mayonnaise, Mustard.

II

IUD•

-

$5.19 .

CALL 433-3776
· 415 N MAIN ST
HBG. VA. 11801

HRS:

.

.

11 :OOAM-1 :OOAM SUN-THUR
11:00!!'~~00AM
\nnt• · t !\'\..,

1'

1bnt\ \UO

FRI:-JA1, \ .

Mushrooms & Extra Cheese•••so
Bacon & Extra Meat ••••••1.00

You could also enjoy
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings,
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner,
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx,
d S~lpdJ~•01 ~ooJ

'Tlie Saint'

a mixed

~\

biessrng··-·

I
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slllff writer
If there's one thin« .Paramount Pictures loves,
it's franchises. HThe Saint" is quite obviously its
next attempt to capture the James Bond crowd,
having recently struck gold with the spectacular
"Mission: Impossible'' {they've already got the
"Indiana jones" and "'Star Trek" series).
Paramount's newest sequel-prone adventure is not
quite as entertaining as the Tom Cruise blockbuster, but It is a surprisingly tame, weU-mounted
remake c:l another television series.

"The Saint," inspired by the British spy show of
the '60s, could have been a great deal worse had It
not been for an able leading man and a competent
director. Val Kilmer is Simon Templar, a high-tech,
freelance thief with more disguises and accents
than Meryl Streep, whose performance is solid and
at times, surprisingly comic. Templar is surreptitiously hired by a Russian dictatorial hopeful to
steal the secret equation for cold fusio~ a breakthrough source of energy for a freezing country,
from an eccentric American scientist. Of course,
our quasi-hero falls for the brainy beauty (Elisabeth
Shue), and alters his moral agenda.
The script, written by Wesley Strick and "Die
Hard With a Vengeance" scribe Jonathan
Hensleigh, is fairly predictable, but the dialogue is
crackling and, thanks to carefully<rafted performances from all the actors (villain Rade Serbedzija
included), keeps the audience on its toes. Shue
exudes the same flaring defiance which won. her

acclaim in "Leaving Las Vegas," and man·
ages to make a throwaway part her own. She is,
however, conveniently disconnected from the hero
in the final minutes of the film, aUowing for a new
love interest in whatever sequel may foUow.
Tile film's true success (especially as &anchise
material) depends on the likability of its hero. As
Templar, Kilmer radiates the same cool style he
brought to the Bruce Wayne element of "Batman
Forever," but this hero is more cloudy. Whether or
not it's simply a bad plotting device is hard to teU,
but Templar comes off a bit aloof, and it is somewhat difficult to reconcile his comic jaunts-in-disguise to the troubled man taking the names of
Catholic saints. It takes the fuJI two hours to truly
undeTStand the hero, and there is an element of
mystery about him left behind making the idea of a
sequel significantly more appealing than a
"Mission: Impossible D."
"The Saint" is also less of a flashy action film,
and while it does have its fair share of chase scenes
and narrow escapes, the direction by Phillip Noyce
goes Jess for flair and more for nuance. Noyce,
whose previous credits include a number of superb
action-thrillers ("Dead Calm," "Patriot Games,"
and "Clear and Present Danger''), lets 'The Saint"
unfold gradually, never rushing the film to a hasty
resolution. Although its denouement is a bit of a
washout in terms of suspense, Noyce delivers
some carefully orchestrated moments of surprise.
The dozen or so techno songs played through·
out the film (often simultaneously with Graeme
Revell's orchestral score and invariably every time
Serbedzija's henchmen appear) are uncomfortable
reminders of the commercial interests in this film's
sua:ess. But Noyce's calm, efficient direction, cou·
pled with the film's gentle comic tone and the lean
work of its stars, pleasantly defies the slick, explosion-oriented expectations of this spy film genre.

Little Shop
Audrey 11 attempts to eat Audrey I (senior S..h Pr.,..taler) In
ROCM Conun'• 'Uttle Shop of Horror8.' The musical 18 on .tee
toniCM - SatLWday at Theatre II. Showtlmes are 8 p.m., lnchdnC a
2 p.m. Satl.wday m.tlnee. Tickets are $5.
I

The College of Science and Mathematics
James Madison University
Congratulates
Its Outstanding Students

AKA & U.P.B.
Also Performing on
a different stage:
Shenanigan
&
Rob "Tbe Omce"
Conklin and .
Friends

All Proceeds
Benefit the
Make -A- Wish
Foundation and
Special
Olympics

Geology and EnvironmeDtal Stud.ies
Department

BiologY Department

Proudly Present

/

AhmadEUini
Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society
Outstanding Junior Awatrl
Wendy Musselman
Medical Technology Awatrl
KariS. Baku
Margret A. Gordon Memorial Scholarship
Daniel P. Dougherty
Margret A. Gordon M~morial Scholarship

Daniel T. Waldrop

Catherine King - Frazier Scholarship
Christy Budsoa
W. Hamsberger Award
Rachel c. Dam
Phillip R. Cominski Awanl
Mnknnsky
Oumanding Geology Major

Mathematics Departmeat

Aga Lewelt

Margret A. Gordon Memorial Scholarship
ApLewelt

With ZTA Spikefest

Award for Excellence in Biology
Joseph M. Mettenburg
Award for Excellence ill Biology
Lisa J. Monteaomery
Award for Excellence in Biology

Performing Uve:

SLACKJAW
PATMcGEEBAND
j in mary ~pilli'oe .Z,ew
And Featuring:

@EVERYTHING
19 GODWIN FIELD ll:OOam- 9:00pm RAIN OR
Ttckets:

s.{o.oo in advance

$12.00 at the door
Available at
All Plan 9 Music Store locations
Town and Campus Records
Warren Box Office@ JMU
Crossro"a<.n CD'sana

Chemistry Department

Kevin Shropshire .
ASQC Applied Statistics Award
AmyRey

ASQC Applied Statistics Award
Christine DeLuca
J. E1111TJert Ikenberry MaJhonatics Prize
Geoll'rey Wtllialm
J Emmert Ikenberry MaJhorullics Prize
Ko~n Ma.rtiDolich
Award for Outstanding Future Malhemalics TeacM
Christopher Worley

StaJistics Award
JefTCross
Physics Department
Department Service Award
Matt Thornberry
Julia E. Cornick
Merck • American Chemical Society Award
Physics Alumni/Faculty Schowrshrp
Tadd Kippeny
Jobn C. Rudman
Degesch - America Award
Henry W. Leap Physics Schowrship
Margery Koeckert
Walter L. OpMka, Jr.
Henry W. Leap Physics Scholarship
R.D. Coo/Award
B~njamin W. Cawood
(Drew) Charles Beck
Serway/Saunders Scholarship
American Institute of ChemiSts
Walter L. ~Jr.
San Wirtz
• '--'*'-aatfiltfJrrlu,U,,
-~-"' - HypercutJe ;)CIIolar
Julia E. Cornick
Outstanding Senior Physics Awanl

............
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• Foreign & Domestic
Free EstirrlLltes-All Worn Guaranteed

• Maintenance & Repairs
Pick-up & Delivery Available

• 27 Years Experience
'

434 5003
-

••• !'least write lilt Emironmeutalllelenst Fund ill
257 Parle Ave. South, NV. NY 10010 for a fret brochure.

(Savetbl.snumber:
It's fiOt tn tbe boolcl)

TaX

info,
toll-free.

Tax questions? ~ Telefu

\

for rec.orded information
on about l50

~ topics,

24 houra a

I

f

1

i

~ay.

~TeleTax ·
~ l-800-i29 -4477

fit=--J:=..
hllp://www ~treu.gov

I

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.

i
I

t!tbe ;ffiim~lpn 3lnn

• Only four blocks to campus.

40 I West Mai" Street
Luray. Virginja 22835

• Energy efficient heat pumps.

l
Parents Graduation Package
Lodging for up to four people,
including breruaast
Friday and/or Saturday night

.

••
-·
.,

'
Only $7.5.00
Only 30 minutes from JMU

........... • • . . ,
•

a

........

""''w
~

1

• • '-&
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• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows .

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
a • - • • apartments.

1

In route from North~m Vuginia

t

• Basketball courts.

• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.

-

• Telephone & cable outlets in each. room.
Local: 1-540-743-5105
Toll Free: 1-800-296-5105
Fax: 1-540-743-2632

• WeU lit parking lot and walkways.

• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.

. _.
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Lacrosse falls to uva. in key state matchup
Klaes, No. 7 Dukes succumb to offensive power of No. 5 Cavaliers, 13-5, lose third in a row
in the game, Boutilier capped off
the hat trick with her third goal
of the game. Two more goals by
Potter and sophomore Jessica
Hull sealed the Cavaliers' victory,

by Mik~ Kolakosld
___con
_ tributing writ~
The JMU women's lacrosse
team, ranked seventh in the
nation, faced the fifth-ranked
University of Virginia Cavaliers
at Reservoir Field yesterday and
found themself in the midst of
their longest losing streak of the

13-5.
UVa. dominated the time of
possession, frustratin.g the Dukes

season.
UVa. (9-4) stormed into an
early lead and never slowed
down, defeating the Dukes (7-4)
13-5 and handing them their
third loss in a row.
The Cavaliers controlled the
first half with an overwhelming
display of offensive power. JMU
drew first blood, taking a 1..() lead
behind sophomore Jenn Ball's
early goal, but UVa. would go on
to score eight unansw~ goals.
JMU coach Jennifer Uleha saw
the importance of the Cavaliers'
strong first half. "It tired us out
both physically and mentally,"she said. "They hustled
after the balls, won face-<>ffs and
scored off many of those face-

offs,"
Two goals each from juniors
Peggy Boutilier and Kara Ariza
and another from junior Beth

KYLE BOSS/smior photographer

F........... mldftelder Amy Brew (center) II In tM middle of the IICtlon • ehe 8ttempta to pick up a

around bllll dwtnC tM Dukea' 13-51oM to Wa. ,...,...,. Brew acored one CCM~I and had an ...a.t.
Potter, UVa's leading scorer,
brought the Cavaliers into half
time with an 8-2 advantage.
Sophomore Megan Riley scored the first goal of the second

half for the OuXes, trimming the
Cavaliers lead to five. All-

American senior Shelley Klaes
a nd freshman Jennifer Valore
scored back to back goals and
brought JMU back into the game,
making the score 8-5.
Three goals, howev~r, was as
close as the Dukes would get.

"We've been in a rut lately
and we needed to get out of it,"
UVa. sophomore Samm Taylor
said. "Our goal was to come out
strong and get back into our
gronvP."
With seventeen minutes to go

and stifling their offensive opportunities.
"It was frustrating," Kla~s
said. "The offense felt like it
couldn' t contribute and do the
job we have to do."
Ulehla said, "The Cavaliers
seemed very ready and focused
for this game."
The Dukes' loss foUowed two
previous defeats at the hands of
The College of William & Mary
and the top ranked team in the
~o untry, the University of
Maryland.
"It was a huge game/' Klaes
said. "We wanted this game to
show that we could hang in with
the top tournament teams."
JMU plays American tomorrow i.n their final CAA game at
3:30 p .m. at Reservoir Street
Field.
The Dukes are looking forward to the CAA Toumam$r)t,
which is April H~-20.

Rugby hits hard BaSeball flattened by Maryland
for fun, respect
byNick~dae

contrilnltmg tliriftr

by Dan Nemerow
sJaff writer
The Dukes came out flat and unprepared, according to
head coach Kevin Anderson, and 1t showed. The squad
was pounded by the University of Maryland, 13,-5,
Tuesday at Long Field.
'1 think this game I did a po01 job of having our players mentally prepared to play," Anderson said. " I take
full responsibility for us not being ready to play and being
fJat"
JMU was flat qn bOth sides of the ball and didn't seem
to get anything going offensively until the game was out
of reach. The Terrapins started early and continued the
onslaught the entire game.
Maryland started the game with a three-run first
inning and then added three runs in the third which gave
them an early 6-1 lead.
"Sometimes we come out slow," sophomore center
fielder Kevin Razler said. "lhe other team comes out and
really jumps on us."
The Dukes' pitching was, in fact, jumped on. JMU surrendered 19 hits to a team that plays in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, which ranks second out of the nation's 31
Division I conferences.
"We should have been really fired up for this game,"
Razler said. "It's always good to win a game against a
team in a conference as good as the ACC."
Not only was the preparedness of the Dukes questionable in Tuesday's game, but so was the fielding. JMU committed four errors which led to unearned runs for the
T~.
'We didn't play well in any phase of the game,"
Anderson said. "And that is offense, defense, pitching and
coaching."
Freshman pitcher Nic Herr started for the Dukes and
was given the loss. Herr didn't pitch badly, but tmeamed

MELISSA PALLADINOI smior plrofogrt~,..
JMU first baseman Ray Baksh fields a throw from
pitcher Ntc Herr In the fifth lnnln& of the OukM' lou.

also manufactured runs," Anderson said. "All of our runs
were manufactured - they made some key defensive
plays as well."
.rJMU did
ke one run at the T-:~~.•i.!' ~e seventh
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Golden Ripe
Bananas
pound

3/$1

OilorW1tet

StarKist
Chunk Light Tuna
6-ol.

59ft

Ruffles
Potato Chips
20-oz.

2/$5 • •
------

B.g Roll

Bounty

Paper Towels
l·rol

2/$3

-

-.,.
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nnis suffers 7-2 drubbing by Richmond
While most of JMU students were hidfrom the abnormally cold weather, the
women's tennis team was out in it
The Dukes played its final home match

"She's an aU-around player and put the
game away."
Sophomore third-seed Ouissy Travlos

6-2. No. 6 junior Jaime Marlowe dropped
her match to Suzanne Gamboli, 6-4, 6-2.
In doubles, the team of Schroeder and
lost to Amy Croker 6-2, 6-1. Fifth-seed Piorkowski defeated Bilak and Merrick 8Corinne Ogrodnik, a sophomore, feU to · 6. Hoilds and Ogrodnik last to the team of
Richmond tennJs player Wesley Kohl, 6-1, Gamboli and Kohl with a score of 7-9.

Richmond's Woodworth and Croker
defeated JMU's Marlowe and Travlos, 8-6.
The Dukes, with a 9-5 record this season, will go up against George
Washington University on Saturday and
American University on Sunday.

ay afternoon, losing to the
·
of Richmond 7-2.
Playing in 43-degree weather, the
went up against the Spiders at the
in courts.
"We played OK," head coach Marla
said. "We all knew it was imporand we didn't take it lightly.
"Nine times out of 10, we're supposed
Jose to them. Traditionally, they're (the
rs] supposed to come in second

William & Mary."
The sole win went to fourth-ranked
ara Hoinkis, defeating Richmond's
Woodworth 6-2. 6-4.
thin the conference, William &
ry is usually in first, " said Mark
Richmond head coach. "ODU
JMU are aU strong, so we knew we
going into tough matches today."
No. 1 ranked senior Tory Schroeder lost
challenging game to Richmond's Lesia
4-6, 7-5, 7-6. Playing on the aggreson all points, Schroeder was defeated
a bebraker in the third set
"N.->~vvtv likes to lO&e, but it wasn't an
...,,,nAJ-tDO'i loss either," Malerba said.
Second-seed junior Karen Piorkowski
in straight sets to Bridget Merri~ 3-6,
STEVE BOUNG /staffphotographu

•

"She was excellent and moves the ball
1," Piorkowski said of her opponent.

The JMU doubles tum of K8ren PlotkowekiiiMI Tory Schroeder, tied for 50th In the nation, fell to Rlchmond'a top tandem of
Leala Bbk Mel BrtdCet Merrick, M, In the Duba' 7-2 loA. JMU pl.ya GMU and A.metican Untverstty thla weekend.

Rugbyrl-------

cont/nued from page 27

run
nm
cut
lead to four
~ the eighth innin& 1he raDy Ml
wasted though 11 ~put~ a four-nm
inning and put the plJie. well out of 1ach behind their

soa.

eight-nm lead.
According to~ the team just doesn't have
the attitu~ they neechobe ~
"Good clubs come to play everyday, no matter
who they are playing," Anderaon takl. "Right now,
we haven't Jeainecl thit yet.,.
With well over half Qf~ ~_..aongqne, it is
time for the Dukes to step up aril ~the conference
run they set out to make early In the...._
"I think that we need·to stmefQ'lle ~
tent," H.artmm Ill¢ "We jllll[t need. IG put
together.'"
The Dukes begin a ~ )1Qme terles apm,t CAA
rival Virginia C~tlt Univenlty Saturday.
The Rams are cunen~t
lie~ of~~,
and the Dukes are tied filrd.]'ht DuJaii paiy ~Y
at George WasJUnston
r,, W'-D, too, ii•iii
instrumental

~- for~· ~laid

of.

"lt'U be a
GWU contest~~ a win to be ready for this
weekend's series."
Anderson said, "Vct.T is in first place and we are in
third, so if we win the series ~ ..,..e right back in [the

conference running].,.
The Dukes Clrubbed George Washington
University yesterday, tying a IChool recoid for n~
ber of hits in the 23-lOvidory.
The Dukes pounded out 25 biD, tyinl the record
they set last year,
tlwCobUall.

aleo_..

Junior Greg Whlee'~\~8\ltidlar ~ at thte
plate, going 4-6 with a homer, two doub1el, and four

RBI's.

JMU was also led ~·IICJliiBfl!.
5 pqrformance at the
Sophomore Nate
Chad Hartman

,.

both the referees and the opposing team are held in high
respect. After each game, the Dukes invite their opposition
to come over, hang out and tell stories about past rugby
experiences.
The team is attempting to raise funds on campus and
present a budget to the Student Government Association
for additional funding.
"Such econor:uc support would cover our entry into
expensive tournaments, road trip costs, new equipment,
apparel and maybe even allow us to gain USA Rugby
membership/' junior Kevin Grunkemeyer said.
Grunkemeyer, the pack leader, along with winger
Doug "No. 14" Rowden and hooker Mark "Umpta
Lumpta" Dunn are key offensive contributors to the rugby

team's success.
The future of the team looks bright, with seven heshmen contributing to a 3-0 victory over Fairmont College.
Frosh Dave Blanche kicked the winning field goal in overtime.

The starters for each game are selected by pack selector
Coleman "Fishface" Bishop and back selector Rich "Dick"
Martell
Another unique part of the rugby team is their avid use
of nicknames for teammates.
"The difference between rugby and most sports is that
the dependence on the other teammates to get through a
game builds strong camaraderie," Grunkemeyer said.
There are 15 men playing on the field who start in a
serum, with the hooker getting the ball out They continue
to either touch the ball down over the goal line for a try,
five points or kick field goals worth three points. The rush
to the goal line is compa;ed of bone-crushing hits and a
series of forward kicks and backward passes.
"Rugby isn' t a big sport in America, but watching the
new players acquire an understanding of the game from
fellow teammates makes it even more enjoyable,"
Lamontagne said.
The team
of 2
so far this sprin
and hopes to
.rival
in~
game April 20 t 1
. d.n.
~
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Zahaba was the final Duke finisher, shooting a 263.
The University of Tennesse was the top team, taking

home the title with a combined score of 915.

Dukes place sixth at Navy Invitational

Women'• Update
The search for Shelia Moonnan's replacement as JMU
basketball head coach is nearing a conclusioo.
to Athletic Director Don l.emish, the search
to name a new coach by Friday, April18.

By shooting a -43 over par on April 6, the JMU men's
golf team finished sixth out of 26 teams at the Navy Spring
Invitational in Annapolis, Md.
Freshman Scott Polen was the top finisher for the
Du.kes, finishing in a tie for ninth with a score of 149.
Out of the 89 individual entries in the tournament,
sophomore Faber Jamerson tied for 16th place after shooting a 152.
Other JMU finishers were junior David Mandulak,
who finished 23rd, senior Bryan Jackson, who placed 45th,
and freshman Shane Foser, who finished tied for 85th
place.

~reru~tonamemy~~

However, in an interview with Sha,w n Campbell,
iversity of Virginla top assistant coach, Campbell
eveoilt:U he had been in contact with lemish
'1 think that JMU is a place J would like to know more
"Campbell said. "Om [lemish] and I have spoken
the positioo [at )MU], we're still talking about it"
Women's Reau.iting Update
Yesterday was the first day of the NCAA's spring
period, and all w~ quiet with the women's squad.
Dukes have already secured three early signees £rom
winter. They include Kia Cole, a 5-foot-7 guard from
Va., 5-foot-9 guard Becky Wollenberg from
Va., and Mandy White 5-foot-9 guard from
Ohio.
The program has one more scholarship to offer but,
ing to Lemish, no action will be taken until a new
is named.
• Men's Recruiting Update
n ...,,.,,.,., Braxton, a 6-foot-3 shooting guard from
County High School, is expected to sign on as
the newest member of the men's squad, according to Spons
•n•n"'""'tiOil Director Gary Michael.

Williams named
CAA Co-Rookie of the Year
Freshman Elliot Williams was named CAA Co-Rookie
of the Ycar truesday afternoon. Williams shares the honor
with freshman Eric Hall from Virginia Tech.
WiUiams fmished his freshman season with a 19-11
record, while winning the 190-pound CAA Tournament
championship.
Williams claimed a first-round win at the NCAA
Tournament before bowing out in the second round.

'

\ \ '()\IF""'s (;()LF
Purcell named to NCAA
Academic All-American Team

JMU duffers place 12th
in Duke Invitational
The jMU women's golf team finished 12th out of 16
teams in the Duke Invitational held April6-8 at the Duke
GolfOub.
Junior I<athryn Yard was the highest JMU finisher. Her
score of 250 was good enough for 48th place.
Freshman Julie Russum tied for 66th with 259 points.
Sophomore Erin Hobbs tallied a score of 260 and finished
in 69th place.
Hobb~ was followed by senior Kristen Dollenberg,
who finished tied for 70th after shooting a 262. Danielle

Senior goalkeeper Barry Purcell was named to the
NCAA Academic AU-American Team Tuesday.
"It's a great way for him to cap off his career," soccer
coach Tom Martin said.
The award is one of the most prestigious that a stu-

dent-athlete can achieve during their career.
Purcell was one of only two athletes named to the team
from the CAA.
"This is a situation of combining excellent academic
performance and great athletic performances," Martin
said.

The Foxfield Races 20th Anniversary Merchandise
Cotton twill bt'cbtll

~tulfeots'

l11Jeekeolf

Saturday, April 12th (DH)
Sunday, April 13th

cap wuh embroidered
Fodield Annt~enary
lnao '" ro!C$1/navy or
$1onclkhakt
$16.50

polo whh

M.L.XL,XXL
Sl9.00

15 Olt lfUI SICin
wilh Foxfield
AnntVcraary toao
in arccnlplnk
$8.00

vs.
Virginia Commonwealth
University

l~couon

cmbfoldcrcd Foaficld
lOih Ann•vcrsary toao
Ill blocarau or nny

~.,

Whnc tee w11h
r'Odield Annlvcno.ry
mulu·c:olorcd
Sllk·)Crccn dc.slan OR
bltck, loao (ron I
M, L.XL.XXL
$16.00

..

•
Boxer 'hous w11h
FoxOeld toao

M. L. XL. XXL.

1:00 p.m.
Long Field/Mauck Stadium

Royal Oluc Of Purrlc
S9 SO

.·
.-.,

FREE Admission for students with their JAC Card!
- wayfater"

Free Giveaways Each Day ! !

style sunalanrs
'" tonoise or

black. with red
rcll on ~nn
58.00

.,.,-

Lmuted Edction watercolor of the Foxfield Races
by CharlottesviUe artist Edith Arbaugh
signed & numbered $75.00, unsigned $50.00

Merchandise available at UVA Bookstore, Mincer's and Dominion
Sadderly in Charlottesville Richmond Sadderly and
For 11ze
Ru11 in Keswick
a..n•-..,run Af64~9 1"~lrLI"JIIU"I:££li~IOI: at
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Next to Rock & Sock
*
433-4090
ABC ON
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·...._.

I:IIIAA&WW

432-0280

744East Market St.
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delt>1n-d annu111e!l dt'&ignc:tlto help l>01ld nt.lditiOihll ;\~·1 !1
- mont'." chat can help make tlte dillt'n.'nt't' bt-twt't'n
li\ing 11nd li"in~ ow// afier you•· wo1 kingyen111 ""' O\t'l.

Loana and mor~.
Wlmt "'~ do SRJ\1 o0t'r? A valunhlt' lo.~n
option, plu1 a full range ol investment choice; and
the fin11n.:ial upertise or TIM-CRI ~t-· America's
la1 gest reti1 emt'11t organi:rnllon.•

l n111an1 talC savinp.
Contn'Lutions to you• s~ me cl<'tluc.·tetl frotn ,\'\Jtll
a.1l;uy on a prctii'IC b.1!11S. so you P''.V less in ta'ICCS now. AnJ
sint t' enmin!' Otl ,\'0111 SRA<~ arc .1lso la'IC cl\'f'en"f'ff unlll
you rc«ive chc:rn .11 rt-tiremt'nt illl:umc, chC' tnone,v ,\'OU
clon 'c l'end to Washingt()n mn wl..-k even lmrder lor you

tl. 100ner relier ~gin •
To lind ou1 mnrc, slop b,v .wur l>enelita oOi~ or
gi\ c ua n mil at I 800 342-2888. We 'II show you how
SR/\s un lowt'r your tnxes.
I'M i1 today. It coulcln't hurt.

or f:esc rt'hcl l'rorn the nnggmg adu• of tii.'ICU, we

~ rec:nmmttntl TI/\1\-CREF SHA11. SRt\$ 111-.: tn'IC ·

olAsands of
p e will be able to
~emind ~olA abolAt it next
yea ..1 when yoLA ..eally

.,eed it!)
~-- ~

I.,

Visit us on tlu.- lntt'rnet

Ensuring tbc futuft
for thoee who abape it.•

nu! 100ner you ad,

at

W\\'\v,tiaa-crer.org
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Assume Nothing\Amie Regan
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SEEN

NOW
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Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh
I
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Calvin Klein
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the choice is yours
Free cK one Zipper Pull & Eau de Toilette Sam.ple
or
Free cK be Scented Bracelet
When You Stop

By Our Fragrance Counter. Offer good while supplies last.

.; •
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Mens
&Womens

/

Clothing
Accessories

BARR-EE STATION
( .\ I .\ l C) C~ L. I C) L' I l I I

Patio Sale
at the Warren Campus Center

One day only
9atn-5ptn

Friday, Aprilllth
•

Don't forget
to check out our store
Don't Miss BARR-EE STATioN Ca-e Outled for great spring fashions
The Best Quality Mens & Womens
and fantastic swimsuits!
Clothing & Shoes
the r

•

I

J
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YOUlliiNG

WHAT

I

•

America needs men and women called to bring greater integrity to the government of our
t\nation Robertson School of Government at Regent University is dedicated to th~ education of
domestic and international policy-makers, future elected officials, legislative 'aides and government
leaders at the federal, state and local levels. Make your interest in America count by learning your
master's degree in public policy, political management, or public administration.

\

'
I

!

I

ROBERTSON
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT • M.A. IN PUBUC POLICY
,

,

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY IS AVAILABLE. APPUCATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPI'ED NOW!
'

•

"Those who graduate from the
university leave prepared to weigh
and address the toughest issues
in the public policy arenD with
the same concern and respect for
political freedom and religious
liberty which guided the Founding Fathers."
Kay C. ]ames, Dean

For tnore information and a
free video viewbook, call:
(757) 579-4583

:~;REGENT

·. : ..~· UNIVERSITY.
l(XX) Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach/ VA 23464-9885
World Widt Wtb:ltttp:llwunv.~mt.ttluiiJclldlsthgtrol
t-msil: got~schoollrtgnrt.tdu

I
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2061-FEvdyn Bynf Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
~.(So«}) 02-3699

-

.

The 1qq8 Senior Class Challenge
Informational meeting on

Monday, April14 at b:oo p.m. in Ta~or ~o1

l'•r IJae.IJp for faa

I

for

all

students interested in

joining the 1998 Senior Class Challenge Team

•
•
•
•
•
•

Applications available for 1998 Team Positions:
Campaign Chairperson (paid, ten hours/week position)
Steering Committee Members
. <-;
Team Leaders
Team Members
CJass of 1999 Representative
Class of 2000 Representative

l

I

Refreshments and Prizes.!

• Stop by Hoffman Hall #8 or contact Lisa

.at •

..

568-2825

Horsch~

ore-~ horschll for more details.

Are You Tired of Overcrowded Dorm Rooms,
Loud Music, and Total Lack of Privacy?

UQPEN HOUSE"
Friday 12-6pm
Saturday 10-4pm_

JJ
j1.rJ .

......
Come Enjoy
the freedom and
privacy of living off-

432-5525
Sa1Ps o,ffjce located in the lower level of the

..__...;.;;;.;.._______·'"..,
"~· (' ~pmi''il\"a·1'0XhiU\~~~;-'u"'"' v''(jaYry''Q ueen/Citgo Gas Station on Port Rd .
•

\
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-·997-18

A-prl-110,

·.

....

FOR RENT
~,..,._,.,

Funkhouser&
Asloclat• Property

Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540) 433-9576.
~,_,.-38ft 2 baths.
completely furnished, kitchen
appllcancH. full size washer.
dryer. $225 share bath, $245
private bath. Individual teases
6/1/97 or 8/1/97. no pets,
roommate placement, 1·yr tease.
433-8822.

1 BR 8YIIIable - Nelft year In
duplex, furnished. $225/mo. 434-

0877

Menapment

434-5.150
HeM • piKe to " " nut YMI'?

Can't find tftl rtcM FOOftiiiUite?
ttunt.f's Rlcfee hal • . . - . tor
youl c.. Joe Of htty lit 4341110 Of Ito, by ..............

Summer eublet - 18R apt. In
Gingerbread House, one block
from campus. Great for sln&Jes or
couples. Call Morgen, 434-4610.
Two BR apt. - Available tor
summer sublet, one block from
campus, has ceiling fans, W/0,
water lnc:Juded In rent 433-8810.
Fall ••7 eublet - In Ashby
Cross!~. Call JeM x5119.
Cheap aublet - 38R avellable
thru mld-Auaust. Rent negotiable.
Call Todd, 574-2132.

a.. t

the rental ruehl Now
accepting applications for Auaust
'97 Keister school erea. 3BR
townhouse, $695/mo Call for
details, (540)57 4 0018, leave

mesuce.

Sublet U·Piece - 1200/obo.
Available May.August. Call Tara,
574-2935.
Summer eublet - 1BR In large
48R house, 2 ruH baths, W/0, etc.
Also, 1BR apt., very nice. right
downtown, bath, May thru mid·
Auaur;t. Questions? Call Jamie,
433-7459.

._.....,.,._~

or Inexperienced male/female
models for .1998 calenda-. c.11 for
Info. Allee, 4345943.

C.., 141Mets -

ran• treat ••••J & valuable
seteetmarketln& experience.
Memollnk's Memoboards are
comlna to JMUI We need one
hW'tly motlvlltecl indMc:lual to diAic:t
our sates pro;ec:t. Contact 08Yid Ill
(800)5636654 tor more Info.

couple eeeke JMU student to
J)nMde ...-.., child cere In ow
home rrom June e to ~t 25.
Son & ........... 7 & 10, *'I
independent. Ellc:ellent pey wtth
two weeks paid YK8tlon (7/147/JS & 8/4-8/8). Will proWte pool
memberahlp & other recratlonal
opportunltlee. Pey 1160/week.
Houts 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Cell
Joy at (h)433·7203 or (w)5683617.

FOR SALE
8reat

~rices ,

New Noa•a•.

Harr1sonbur& Honda on the Net •
HTTP://HOme.nee net/c:huc:kwillla

RWce~

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••

ms

CtoatM ...... - c:Mdl• eMf
Gtt\ & Thrtfl, 227 N. Main.

wei..,. tor tftl 1197·'M
ediOCII ~ •21.5/panon/mo.,
rnctuc~ea

. . . . . . . . . -Need apei1811Ced

Mfr//June/July
or any part of aummet. 2 rooms tot
rent. Forest Hills townhouse. Rent
necotlable. 432~535.

UnMratty PIKe - 48R apt.

Three female roommate• seek
fourth to share apartment at
Commons for '97•'98 semesters.
Call 434-8843.

1/2 ,tee l'lfttl ..,...._. in The
Commons, M~July. A &Jeat apt.,
only $150/mo. Call 1<11sten, 4338429, fQf details.

....,, .._,a tr.a~~

Mualc Foat8ll 4·track $100,
Mackie 12 channel mixer $300,
Kentucky Mandolin $150, Fender
Squire Ban $200. Call Bruce,

,_.,,Cell KIQ at

AlrlkMuMr. Aaaoc:latM, 43411101

434-1520.

••••••••••••••••••••••••

HOUSE, new sub, quiet,
brlc:k/VInyl, 3bd, 3bth, tam rm, llv
rm, storaee &af<We, double pap,
nice featurea, askln& $135,000.
432·9537.

48R tOWI!houM - Hwlt:w'l
Atc~Ce· Avllallle tor next )'Mf.
Cal Patty.

••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••ewlrC Kits- Malt, Hops,
Literature, Kegalna systems. 52
~

HouN with . . . . 2 fUI bettie,
. . . . kttcMII, . . ullenc•. 011
MNiot. OW R1r11an Rll.

East Mar1let.. 432~799.

U,OOO/~ttG. Cal~-

Seized Cera froM $1715.
Porsches, Cadl(lacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WDs. Your Area. Toll free 1-Bro
21&9000 En. A-3727 for current

••••••••••••••••••••••••
2,3or4M.,U. ...
towrlfliOllll• IIYIIIallle for nut
)'Mf. ReM ,.,.. fi'OIII •121 to

llstl~s.

U.OOO/~ttG. CaiG~f~Cier.

lo'f' t forec lose• flo••• from
pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repos, REOs. Yow •ea. Toll free,
(800)21&9000 ut. H-3727 for

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••
au ..,.. IIYIIIallle fot next,...,,

ctm!nl~ .

..... . . . .. ....., ........ In
rant. •Qf(mo. Cal htty.

MoWle ...., FUton, steeper sofa,
coffee
table,
end -tables.
entertainment center. leather
Chair. Good c:ondltlon, rees,pnable
prices. 433-7179.

FunkhouMr&

Aaoclates
Property Manacement

434-5150

Men' a 8T Mountain bike Roc:tiShodt suspensJon, Uno stem,
$300. (540)234-8836.

Student Nntal - 1211 Madison
Menor. 4BRs, 2 1/2 baths, W/0.
$725 • 3 students. Call 434-9922.

S4arwftlf M1111eaM- FlllniiMd Bit,
female
roommates.
Ashby
Cross~ Call !564-1991.

Loft - .... - f:Jioellrlt coMIIon.
$45. Cell 56&5556.

ISBA townhouse - Furnished,
walkln& distance, $190-$230/mo.;
1 year lease (8~7-8/98); W/0;
(703)45().5()08.

M..s- M81101 - 2BR, 2 batll,
pool, fireplace, jacuzzi, tennis
courts, laundry facilities, bus
service. Available May. June,
$237 .50/mo. Call (540)433

5ummef IUWet -

U. PIKe, 1BR
available, all girls, close to
campus, $175/negotlable. May,
June, July. Will sublet stn&le
months. 574-6123.

New 18R apt. - All appliances.
July 1. no pets, $375. 433-1569.

Latt• 18ft . _ -

Great tocetlon,
July 1, no petS, $315. 433-1569.
Room In 48R apt. - Males, $240.
all utilities, Au&ust 1. 433-1569.

s - lubiM- C....O.., rent
negOtiable. Call Matt, 434-3986.
• Madleon Square - Furnlalled
S&R, 2 1/2 bath, IndiVIdual yearly
tease. 568-3206/434-3397.
Two roomnutt.. to

lhaN duplell

• near JMU. Call 434-3608.

J SubiNM Mar thru JWy -

1 RM,
$205/mo. Cell Sylvia, 574-3456.

sum- IMIIIIet -

May thru July.
Olde Mtll. Call Frank, 574-4032.

Perk apte. - 2BR, W/ D, DW,
quiet, efrloient, pool, A/C.
Nqotlable. Call for more details.
432·9713.
Three f'OCnl Ill Aa1111J CroaelnC Available this summer Call 433-

loft
with
attaclled
........./...., lllwod - $85/0bO.
Call Jess. x5615.
Car .,..un - a 112• 1IOW
Pioneer three way. Never used!
$75. 433-0150.

6309.

1171 MQ MldCat Fully
restored. $4600. (540)856-2454.

Roommate wanted to aheN 2M
townhouse. May May lease. Ask
for nm. (W)433-7000 or (H)434
9738.

G&ent ....... -

t200/Mo. Great

shape, barely rtdden Nate, 5641740.

Furnlafled room for aumMer
........... close to camQUS. Jason,
574-3642.

Dillie Pawn -

Wll buy your lVs,
stereos. VCR.s, &wne systems that

ate under 5 yea,.. old. W• pay
cealt. 174-4100.

~ IUibtet -1BR apt., W/0,
negotiable rent, furn ished, May
until August, on bus route. Call
NICOle, 564-2733.

I

l•"leaee lerc• 28R Hunter's
Rld&e apt , for May &/or June.
Mount&tll VlfiW, queen & klrC sile
bedS. 433-8556.

U,OOOs POIII8lE RIADIN8
BOOKS. Part Tme. At Home. Toll
Free 1-80().21&9000 En. R-3727
forUstqs.

Three BR - Three level large
townhouse close to campus. 1
1/2 bathrooms, ow. water
furnished , $235/person, Au&ust
lease. 43S.7368.
SuMmer eublet - Commoaa.
48Ra available. Rent negotiable.
Call 433-1005.

Oce•lfiOiit ......... cottJCe Roommates needed 5/1-8/31,
$350/ mo. • $350 deposit. Call
Hal. 568-4702, TueSda)'-ThYrsday
or call (804)263·4952, Friday
Monday, tot more info.

1383.

Fall ••7 - 2RMe available for
IIIIIIW. Call Came, 434-5772.

SumMer aubfet - May·Au~uat,
Commons, furnished, top of the
hill, very convenient, rent
negouable. Call Lauren, 434-5801.

Sublet Madleon Manor,
furnished, May-August, rent
negotiable. Nicole, 434-1147.

HELP WANTED

.1,0001 POSIUill T'YPtN8. Pan
Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-80021&9000 Ext T-3727 for~

tl,IOO weekly potantJal malli~
our circulars. For info c:all
(301)429-1326.
CRUISE
a LAND TOUR
DIPI.OYMIENT - Oisc:owr how to
wen 1n uotic: locatiOnS, meet fiA'l
people, while earning up to
$2,000/mo. In these elfcitlng
Industries. Crulae Information
Services:
206-971·3554

LMaWiftoattla.._...__
Room & bOatd In our home this
summer In 8Jdlalll8 for ~
of ow 4 " 2 year old boys, Ami*
frH time for 2nd Job & time to
enjoy the beachl Call Tim/lisa,
(919)255·0423. References &
personal inteMew requlnld,

",_.,. aat ..... 111y a h8\le an

enthusiastic outlook on life. our
office has 5 opentnas for
lndlvidu1lls just like you. We of'lef
paid tralnlnf. Senous Inquiries
only! Call 564,0095 after 5 p.m. &

8Sk for Chad.

....,•...-t••c••
..... ,....to
&room, eto.
exercise show
&

horses. Call234-8101, 08k Manor
Farms.

JMU BOOKSTORE
APPLY NOWIU
Now Hll1nt fiOr F8l 8ooiiNeh.
Stille Applk elhn 6 OOAIIIIIII d
Fall~ . . . . .

Apply In penon br Aprti2JI

T. . . . .fiW ' I I~ I I ' I CaAMif Services seeks student to
supervise OCS computer lab,
maniC• Web pace, develo9 ae"·
help handouts & asalst In
producln& the annual Follow-Up
survey. Available for 1997-'98
academic year, 9 hrs/WII at S6/hl'.
for 28 weeks. full position
desc:nptlon & Va. St8t.e application
available Ill Student Ernpqment,
410 Warren Hall. Contact s.t.a
Daniel, Career Servlcee, 206
Sonner
Hall,
568-6555.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Noo11,
...... . . 11..
Help wanted - Ear11 •P to
tiOO/...ec assernblln& products
at home. No experience. Info,
(504~1700 Dept_ VM806.

................... ····to tilm all home &ames for the JMU

Women's SOccer taam dorif'C the
Fall 1997 season. This Is a paid
posrtJon. If interested, please call
568-3452/56&3368.
locfteam Ca•p for llrla seeks
kind. enthusiastic, female staff
with strona activity skills In
aymnasttcs, tennis, wateraports
(WSI or LGT a!rtifled) stUdio and
performln& arts, field sports,
ErwJIII'I Rkirc. hikq. ~
racllitles, magnificent Vermont
settln&. 20 minutes from
Dartmouth College. Poaltlve
attitude required; prior experience
Is noll Mid-June thru Mld-A&cust.
Contect Rtch Mauon. Sox 500,
Post Mills. VT 05058; (800)2~
6659; ematl: ~.com
Co•~••a.

c:tt•u•, Mt .....,,

referee, comforter & tutor for school
age sisters summer &/or the 1997'98 academic year. Hours In the
summer «*' be llexible, Ideally In
the afternoon, during the school
year 3-5 p.m. Call K3455 or 4338732 for more Info & an
IAlieBIIon. Pay would be $7 /hi'.
Suamer elllpiOJ..tl Part-time
avenin& employment MondayFriday, 5 p.m.-9 p.m. Only dynamic
individuals with an understanding
of sales need epS)Iy. 434·7787
ext..1204, 1-9 p.m.

'-

$1 J

I

tla •

I

Leea .......... . , . - Doctor
recommended, all natural. 4 348391.

TEXTBOOK
BUYBACK

•

'*"" aaekirC
motlvllted/&nefl8tk: role models.

-

OUidoor ..,.,..

Great experience with kids.
Acc:eptlrc ~- for U-lima
seaaonel s'-'1. Call YMCA camp
Thunclefblrd, (804)748-6714. One

JMU

he WOitlpllca.

BOOKSTORE

trill~ r - - Councry 1m In the
Shenandoah Valley Is aeekint a
hlehly motivMed lncffwldual. Vflf'l
&ood c:ornpenution ~. blrie
salaryfcommlulon to the rtaht
pefSOI'I. Famlll•ity with Northern
Vlfllnla.IOC area desirable. Out
property Is perfect for amall
overnl&ht buelneaa meetln••·
family reunions, ctvch ,..,.... •
weddinft. Basic knowteqa of
hotel/restaurant operations

Aprll23- 24

JMU
Bookstore

helpful Cal (800)2986105 " for Genenll ........

Aprll25May2
HIGHLANDS
ROOM
Warren Hall

A'fGII - C... IPIIIrbrlllt' full·
time or part-tlme. R~
needed. Men o r women. We
support our people. (800)8280U4.
~. .1

• • •.,.,. Northern
\'lr.lnla
erea,
suMmer
empqment, excellent pay,..,._
communltJ
pools,
stron•
man~&erlat support, please call
(703)323-9334 for Info.

Aprll29May1

..... c.n.t ...............
with excellent pay. We have
various poeltlona open in

tWrfsonburJ's

newest rest:aurant.

MISTER CHIPS

Come Join the excitement.
Ac:eeptln& 8l>Pileellons Ill the s.
Main loc:ation,10 a.m.-7 p.m.

and
Next to
KEEZELLHALL

. _ dllll .... - fUII.(Jme, MF, liwHn/IMHM In my Annandale,
VA home for 14 & 11 year old
children. Must be carlnc. non·
smoker. Own car. References
required. Call (703)323-7990 •
~mn.a&ilt-

JMU I.D.
REQUIRED

LOST & FOUND
laet -

HeMt ....... aectdec.

with diamonds. S15 rewatd. Call

Susan, 433-5461.

.......
....
....
........
...... . . .
.......................
... ....... u ...

SERVICES
t7 ,.r llle•r ,,. . $150/mo.
housln& allowance. larpst l'8fUI

..........,.,

......................
·~

service on the Outer Sanks of

at(

North Carolina (NIP Heed). Call
!:)oM for appllc:atjon and housirc

info. (800)662·2122.

A a~ILta- bl1 ta
t .,..._
- Music and llll'lts for parties,

formals. 4330103.

SUrf the Net
to sun.ner Joa.
Register On-Une at ...
www.tsljobs.com

Check Out Our

WANTED
w..-..c..

..,.....,117.-n..

.,..... , . . ....... to the a.rtcy
~. Ta dedJIC:tibtal a.tty
~Inc., (540)432.eesl.

A .......................

baby Into~ a hiiPPr home.
Wil comply with .. adoption lews.
Call~ " Guy, (800)484-7542
(eecufty code 1679).

Job Openings!

No. VA/Wash. OCMetro
1-888-TSIJOBS

En.C53251.

SuM•er EMploy•ent - Need
dependable energetic people for
peckin& and loadln& household
coods. lona houra. will train.
Pullen Movln& Company, 15461
Farm Creek Or. , Woodbrld£e, VA
(703) 494-8100.

A~ . . at1llr ..ar Grenta,
ecfHIIaratllpa available from
aponiOf'll No ,.....,....,.... ewwt
$$SCaah far ~·*'· For Info,
(800)243-2435.

Dillie ,._ - 11111 yout lVs,
Slef8os, VCRs, IM)e ~ that
ere under 5 years old. We pey
C8IIL 174-4100.

Temporary Solutlona.lnc.

StaftlnrC Sernc..

AnENTION ALLITUDENTSIII
Grants. scholarahlps available
from sponsors! No repeyments,
everl $$$ Cesh for Coltece $$$ •
For Info: (8oo)243-2435.

lllJ"••t Freefall at Sltydlve
~er.cet It's a blast! (540)9-42·
3871.

ADOPT'ION:

LoWw CIMipla ....... to
................. to
ceMpty ................

......
iJ/.

c.l~

.............
(703)71MM2.

....~---~a------------------------.--------~--~---------------------------~--~•
PERSONALS
Youte dllldlee8 couple wllhea to
edOPt want to fCM & nurture.
Hulblndla • teechlr, _,.,. ...
ehllchn's . . . ,, Donne & Tom,

AXO~ ....... toour~
birthday~ - Am,, Alyson, leslie,
Eileen , Jeuloe B .. Kelley &
Jessie.
~-eMe•lc ...., Ike to tMMc
Chuck Ainsworth, Dave O' leary,
Brien Cooper & J.P. Barner fOf 1

1reat telf·defense class last
~

(800,.......971 (~COde
51&5) 01 (703)815-aell.

•••

Att.ntlon Co

........:

... . . . . . . . ldll
1
bl .., ,_, UDAP
COfltraitDr1117·'• lit 1M

c.nt.r,., OlfC. . . . LMrc
In ,.,._or 1M c.Ner'a
Ollce ... WW....Aid 7-2.1.
$20 CASH ONLY

'MINT

"Cttl.a-J ........,.
JIOIIIIIlU: Man1ed 10 years.
Profesalonal EducaCJoos, Mom
Steys Home. ~/Vtt
L~ Femlly-To-8e.
&enaltiYe To Your NM<Js.
PleeM c.ll Doreen .. Chuclc.

uceoo>•••••a ...
.............

~att•l

.-v~

~

.......

...,.'"feet
AJDI MIMOiftAL QUtLT ..,..,

CARE

c.m...,. Aluutt

RMCM~f~M

......,, . . SA

IMJipiM

......... .,

FOf ....... by ebldenta
x6411
T1lurMey- tv Moncley•WII...-. I I . . - ftom 4/ 7
to 4/ 11 for Tllke a.ek tfle N!Cht

,,C....._, 18 •·"'· tv I p.m.
,....Delle.... ~
Ill 7 p.ll'l.

UniVWIIty Heatttl Center, x31103

•

meennq fOR
aU News wn.zreRS
on Monday,
Apn.1l, 1f,
ar 4:00 p.m.
Ln rbe basemenT OF
Anrhony-SeeqeR
HalL
•

'1'\oy ~ ~0~ 'ICW
A~'S~&~

• fov.~ -~~..d c oJ. fillet ri'witi

wi\-4\ ~~~.,~eo- "~~i~
'T~~~I-

• Re'w"'• ~d
' .,."'...~ ~"'«

•

·--•
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